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Abstract 
Anxiety disorders are the most common mental illness in the U.S. and affect 40 million adults, or 
18.1% of the population each year.  Anxiety plays an essential role in encouraging productive 
learning outcomes; however, uncontrolled anxiety could result in heightened emotions that create 
barriers to learning.  Employees who have anxiety disorders may experience these barriers to 
learning when in traditional training programs and may require support or accommodations to 
boost their unique learning needs for development in the workplace.  Human Resource 
Development (HRD) professionals’ challenge is how best to intervene when an employee 
exhibits behaviors of learning anxiety to nurture and promote productive workplace learning that 
leads to skill development and career advancement.  This basic qualitative study seeks to 
determine how individuals with an anxiety disorder may be better supported in the workplace 
through accommodations and using best practices in anxiety management that are typically 
applied in clinical settings or formal education environments.  The research questions ask how 
individuals respond to anxiety in workplace learning and what practices they feel would help 
them manage the heightened anxiety.  Data was collected through semi-structured interviews 
consisting of open-ended questions.  The voluntary participants, who self-identified as having 
learning anxiety, were selected using theoretical random sampling. Content analysis was applied 
to examine the data for codes, categories, and themes.  Key results indicate that learning is 
impaired, which negatively impacts learning and job performance when one experiences learning 
anxiety.  The data also revealed that the participants believed they would benefit from 
accommodations provided by HRD professionals who understand the detrimental impact of 
learning anxiety.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
A little over 18% of the U.S. adult population is documented as having an anxiety 
disorder (Anxiety and Depression Association of America, n.d.).  Many studies have found that 
moderate anxiety has benefits to learning; however, excessive anxiety has an adverse effect and 
can potentially wield a negative impact on learning (Sun et al., 2017).  Symptoms of anxiety 
cause one to lack concentration and display other detrimental behaviors such as poor time 
management, disorganization, and an inability to cope with stress (Hughes et al., 2016).  This 
knowledge is relevant to human resource development (HRD) professionals as it can impact 
learning in the workplace, particularly when workplace support is not provided to those with an 
anxiety disability. 
The Americans with Disabilities Act prohibits discrimination and guarantees that 
individuals with disabilities have equal opportunities to have a typical lifestyle, including 
employment.  The act defines disability as a physical or mental impairment that restricts a major 
life activity (ADA National Network, 2018).  Hughes et al. (2016) further elaborated that   
learning has been acknowledged by the courts as such an activity; therefore, mental illnesses that 
prevent learning are protected under section 504 within the ADA.  HRD professionals face the 
challenge in recognizing when an employee is exhibiting behaviors of heightened anxiety in 
workplace learning.   
Additionally, HRD professionals must determine the best course of action to take to 
support the employee through the learning process when developing new skills.  Under the law, 
employers are expected to offer reasonable accommodations to ensure the disabled employee can 
experience equal benefits and privileges to those without disabilities (U.S. Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission, n.d.).  The ability to recognize exaggerated anxiety responses and 
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behaviors triggered from workplace training will allow HRD professionals to offer 
individualized accommodations and otherwise support the employee to mitigate the symptoms.  
Hughes et al. (2016) emphasized that it is important that HRD professionals use resources, such 
as the Job Accommodation Network (JAN), to identify the accommodation that will help the 
employee better manage his or her anxiety and successfully perform the role and fully assimilate 
into the working environment. 
After an exhaustive review of the literature, it was determined that little research exists 
on anxiety and its impact on adult learning in the workplace.  While this study does not suggest 
that an HRD professional should take the role of a medical professional in diagnosing anxiety 
disorders, there may be an opportunity for HRD professionals to support individuals in 
mitigating anxiety in workplace learning.  The question then arises for HRD professionals, what 
non-medical techniques or a scaled version of mental therapy can be exploited in workplace 
learning to mitigate anxiety?  Vince (2014) recommended developing learning strategies that 
connect individuals with their anxiety that will aid those in managing the heightened emotions.  
Hay and Blenkinsopp (2019) asserted that working with emotions helps develop a tolerance of 
anxiety which prevents it from becoming excessive.  They further state that this tolerance holds 
much promise for HRD practices.  These findings emphasize the need for HRD researchers and 
professionals to examine mental health professionals’ practices, such as cognitive behavior 
therapy, to develop nonclinical ways to integrate anxiety mitigation methods that can be used to 
advance employee development.  
Statement of the Issue 
Anxiety plays an essential role in encouraging productive learning outcomes.  Vince and 
Saleem (2004) asserted that learning is unlikely to occur without anxiety.  However, if not 
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controlled, anxiety can result in heightened emotions that cause conflicts and create barriers to 
learning or learning inaction (Gilmore & Anderson, 2016).  Research has shown that high levels 
of anxiety consume necessary attentional resources and impede learning and performance (Bell 
& Kozlowski, 2008).  Macher et al. (2012) asserted that increased anxiety might cause 
individuals to experience low levels of self-efficacy and high fear of failure in learning 
situations. 
Lack of concentration, poor time management, disorganization, and the inability to cope 
with stress are all symptoms of anxiety and conditions that create obstacles for learning (Hughes 
et al., 2016).  These symptoms can stimulate avoidance behavior towards the anxiety-provoking 
stimulus, such as learning new skills in the workplace (Muschalla et al., 2010).  Gross and Hen 
(2004) define avoidance, vigilance, and arousal as anxiety-related behaviors that are part of a 
universal mechanism in response to undesirable situations.  Furthermore, individuals with high 
degrees of anxiety have proven records of lower task efficiency (Su et al., 2017). 
Anxiety is an instinctive response to stress to regulate focus and alertness during a 
perceived threat or adverse conditions (Kim et al., 2011).  When heightened, it becomes an issue 
when it produces an intense and excessive response that hinders a person's major life activities 
(Sokolowska & Hovatta, 2013).  Kutlu and Gould (2015) reported that 40 million Americans are 
affected by anxiety disorders.  Bateson et al. (2011) stated anxiety disorders are among the most 
common mental illnesses, where treatments are not universally effective and suggest there is a 
need to better recognize abnormal anxiety responses.  These disorders are recognized by the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) as a mental illness that could limit a major life activity 
(such as learning) and requires organizations to provide disability accommodations (Thompson, 
2015).  Organizations that fail to offer reasonable accommodations under section 504 may be 
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exposed to legal risk.  Additionally, the absence of reasonable accommodations may result in 
employee performance failure.  
The Anxiety and Depression Association of America (n.d.) report anxiety disorders are 
the most common mental illness in the U.S. and affect 40 million adults over age 18 and 
representing 18.1% of the population.  The Anxiety and Depression Association also reported 
only 36.9% of those suffering from anxiety receive medical treatment.  Hughes et al. (2016) 
assert there is a high probability that HRD professionals will interact with employees who suffer 
from mental and emotional disabilities.  Historically, an HRD professional’s role included 
practices to enlighten and establish health and wellness programs that are inclusive of all 
workers, including those employees with mental illness disabilities (Rocco et al., 2014).  
However, more intervention is needed in the workplace, and HRD professionals should not 
ignore employees’ psychological disability attributable to lack of training in mental health 
(Hughes et al., 2016).  
The challenge for human resource development (HRD) professionals is how to recognize 
when an employee is exhibiting behaviors of heightened anxiety in workplace learning that 
prevent the development of needed skills.  An additional challenge is determining the best course 
of action to take to support the employee through the learning process.  The ability to recognize 
exaggerated anxiety responses and behaviors triggered from workplace training will allow HRD 
professions to provide accommodations or support the employee to mitigate learning anxiety.   
Problem Statement 
To have an engaged staff that contributes to the organization's competitive advantage, 
employees need equal opportunities to develop skills to perform well and advance in their 
careers.  However, employees who have pathological anxiety may experience barriers to learning 
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in traditional training programs and require support or accommodations to boost their unique 
learning needs for development in the workplace.  In addition, failing to provide training 
accommodations (under the ADA) to those clinically diagnosed could expose the organization to 
legal risk (Thompson, 2015).   
Macher et al. (2012) asserted that increased anxiety might cause individuals to experience 
low levels of self-efficacy and high fear of failure in learning situations resulting in the 
avoidance or rejection of learning opportunities in the workplace.  HRD professionals who 
provide support in the form of best practices or exercises to those employees who exhibit 
heightened anxiety behaviors during training could mitigate learning apprehension and 
avoidance that prevent the development of desired skills (Gilmore & Anderson, 2016).  The 
challenge for HRD professionals is how to intervene when an employee exhibits behaviors of 
excessive learning anxiety to encourage and promote effective workplace learning that leads to 
skill development and career advancement.  
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to explore what behaviors employees believe they exhibit 
when experiencing anxiety that prevents learning and development in the workplace and to 
examine what learning interventions and training accommodations improve workplace learning.   
The study will conduct qualitative interviews to categorize common behavior responses reported 
by those who self-identify with having heightened levels of anxiety during anxious episodes.  
Additionally, the study seeks to discover preferred accommodations and non-clinical best 
practices to mitigate the anxiety that can be incorporated by HRD professionals in workplace 
learning to frameworks to improve workplace learning.   
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Primary Research Questions 
This proposed study seeks to determine what actions HRD professionals can take to mitigate 
anxiety while learning when an employee exhibits the behavior of heightened anxiety when 
learning new skills in the workplace.  The following research questions will be considered to 
collect data on the participant’s individualized perception when experiencing anxiety: 
RQ1: What emotions, responses, or behaviors create barriers to learning (avoidance, over-
vigilance, excessive arousal) when experiencing feelings of learning anxiety? 
RQ2: What do employees believe are the most impactful training practices or 
formal/informal accommodations in managing anxiety in their learning and development? 
Significance of the Study 
After an exhaustive literature review, little research was found on how to address anxiety 
and adult learning beyond the confines of formal educational institutions.  Some individuals who 
suffer from anxiety disorders have not been previously identified as needing accommodations in 
a learning institution (Anxiety and Depressions Association of America, n.d.).  Furthermore, for 
those who have been identified, the transfer of accommodations (such as a 504 plan) from 
learning institutions to the workplace ceases to exist.  The lack of identification and/or transfer of 
learning plans poses challenges for HRD professionals charged with workplace learning.   
It is a challenge for HRD professionals who lack mental health professional designations 
to identify anxiety due to the various types of disorders which all have unique symptoms with 
varying degrees of severity.  Statistics from 2019 report that anxiety is the most common mental 
disorder in the United States, impacting 18.1% of adults, which is roughly 40 million people 
(The Anxiety and Depression Association of America, n.d.).  This study will provide data to aid 
HRD professionals in recognizing signs and behaviors of employees who are exhibiting 
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pathological anxiety in workplace learning.  Additionally, the study seeks to identify tools, 
practices, and formal and informal accommodations that increase learning in workplace training. 
Theoretical Framework 
Scholars and practitioners have focused on the question of how adults learn since the 
early twentieth century.  The first attempt to propose adult education as a unique field of 
practice, as differentiated from pedagogy, was the concept of andragogy.  Knowles’ (1968) 
theory of andragogy differentiated childhood learning from adult learning and called the 
attention of scholars to recognize adult learning as a unique field of practice.  Andragogy 
considered five assumptions that adult learners have, a) the self-concept to direct one’s own 
learning, b) prior learning and experience, c) readiness (or need) to learn, d) the orientation to 
learn and interest in the application of knowledge, and e) intrinsic motivation to learn (Merriam, 
2001).  When learning, adults differ from (most) children as they seek autonomy with the need to 
self-direct learning activities (Knowles, 1968).   
Andragogy is rooted in the humanistic philosophy and considers the learner’s a) need to 
control the process, b) the natural desire to learn, and c) the motivation to continue learning 
(Merriam, 2001).  As that natural desire to learn exists, adults want to take part in how they 
learn.  They want to decide who will facilitate their learning and the methods used.  Scholars 
agree that andragogy has made significant contributions to the understanding of adult learners; 
however, it is criticized that andragogy has provided little advancement in understanding the 
process of learning (Merriam, 2001). 
Skinner (1954) asserted that learning is a product of introducing an effect within specific 
conditions designed to change behavior.  Understanding how a student learns is essential for 
educators as it contributes to the student’s academic success.  Teaching does not guarantee 
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learning has been achieved, and much depends on the learning activities the students engage in 
(Vermunt & Verloop, 1999).  Students possess unique learning styles and require reciprocal 
teaching styles.  A learning style is defined as a concept that individuals differ in preference of 
instructional practices or methods of study when learning and retaining knowledge (Klašnja-
Milićević et al., 2011).   
Beyond the student’s learning style, there is a need to address student anxiety in the 
learning process.  Chen (2020) asserted students seek to achieve high marks due to fear and the 
need to avoid adverse reinforcement such as failing.  Students struggle with maintaining the 
possible feeling of self-confidence and coping with negative emotions such as anxiety, stress, 
doubt, and helplessness (Vermunt & Verloop, 1999).  Su et al., (2021) argued students who are 
perceived to be slow learners or have poor learning achievements might be a result of never 
having the chance to learn in their preferred way.  The perception of being a slow learner 
contributes to the anxiety of the learning process. 
Holland’s (1982) theory of learning styles asserted these styles are influenced by several 
factors including, social status, environmental, physical, sociological, and emotional.  The author 
defines social status factors as those characteristics that relate to a person’s inclusion in different 
social groups that are assigned at birth, such as gender and race.  Holland identified 
environmental factors as influences such as sound, light, temperature, design that may enhance 
or impair a person’s learning.  Physical needs are how one learns (e.g., listening vs. reading) or 
their ability to sit (or not) for extended periods of time (Holland, 1982).  Sociological needs 
determine if the student prefers to be a social or independent learner.  Emotional factors include 
the student’s motivation, perseverance, and responsibility.  These traits assist the student in 
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maintaining his or her willingness to learn and help counter anxiety and task-irrelevant thoughts 
(Vermunt & Verloop, 1999).   
This research study intends to integrate the basic principles of andragogy and Skinner’s 
beliefs on conditioning learning with the self-directed learning theory.  Self-directed learning 
incorporates three principles, a) the self-initiated learning process to plan and manage learning, 
b) autonomy characteristics of the learner, and c) exerting control over the instruction 
(Caffarella, 1993).  The underlying humanistic foundation of self-directed learning prescribes 
that learners assume responsibility and the educators act as guides in the learning process 
(Caffarella, 1993).  Self-directed learning is a popular learning style among adult learners.  
However, Caffarella (1993) argued, “being self-directed and acting autonomously in a learning 
situation is not an all-or-nothing position” (p.30).  Garrison (1997) suggested a collaborative 
perspective to ensure the adult learner fulfills the need to control the learning while under 
guidance and direction to meet educational objectives.  This theory would support the 
partnership between the employee recognizing symptoms of anxiety and the HRD professional 
providing guidance of best practices and accommodations.      
Research Theory 
Grounded theory is applied to develop theory derived from the collection of data within a 
study.  The theory is generated solely from the data and not from other established theories.  The 
grounded theory works inversely from the traditional research (theory and hypothesis, research 
and data collection, conclusion) as it begins with a question of inquiry and seeks data to form a 
framework.  Patton (2002) asserted, “grounded theory is meant to build theory rather than to test 
the theory” (p. 127).  
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Data is collected through interviews and asking open-ended questions of participants who 
are selected using theoretical sampling.  Patton (2002) defines theoretical sampling as the 
“process of selecting incidents, slices of life, time periods, or people on the basis of their 
potential manifestation or representation of important theoretical constructs” (p. 238).  As the 
researcher, I will continuously compare the data collected and group the data into concepts 
eventually forming a category to establish a theory.   
Research Design 
This study encompasses basic and applied research to gain knowledge in comprehending 
the obstacle as to determine appropriate ways to intervene and correct or improve the problem 
(Patton, 2002).  Moreover, the study seeks to understand a social phenomenon from the 
perspective of the participants and focuses on the reality that people perceive them to be and how 
they feel about the experience.  The research will encompass emancipatory/critical action 
research to uncover the constraints placed on individuals with high levels of state anxiety in 
workplace learning.   
Selection of Subjects  
Working within the social distancing constraints due to a pandemic, social media venues 
will be used to solicit working adults who self-identify as having heightened levels of anxiety 
within workplace learning situations.  Random selection will be applied to select from those 
volunteers to participate in a qualitative interview.  The interview seeks to understand the impact 
of anxiety on workplace learning from the participant’s perspective and which accommodations 
or best practices the participant feels improve concentration, time management skills, 
organization, and ability to manage anxiety while learning new skills.  Each participant will 
receive a consent to participate form, which states the purpose of the research and a statement of 
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confidentiality from being identified in participating in the study.  Questionnaires, interview 
transcripts, sound files, and other information obtained from participants will fully be stored in a 
secure location and held per of the law and University policy.   
Data Collection Methods 
Data will be collected through interviews and asking approximately nine open-ended 
questions of participants who are selected using random sampling from those who have a 
correlation between the independent and dependent variables.  The participants will partake in a 
semi-structured interview to answer questions within the timeframe of 45-60 minutes.  Questions 
are defined as tour questions to identify what behaviors are demonstrated when feeling anxious 
and the practices and formal/informal accommodations that the participants feel improved 
concentration, time management skills, organization, and ability to cope with stress while 
learning new skills.  Rubin and Rubin (2011) define tour questions as questions that “request 
your interviewees to provide a broad description of their activities or those of the organization, to 
talk in general terms about how they handle some particular matter, or to present their knowledge 
about what steps occur in a process” (p. 137).  Responses will be recorded and transcribed.  
Data Analysis 
Qualitative research is applied to extract data from a small group of individuals that can 
be generalized to a larger sample of the population.  Data collected from the qualitative 
interviews will be coded through thematic analysis to identify patterns in the responses.  
Interpretive interactionism will be used to understand the meanings that people impose on 
learning events and behaviors. 
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Reliability and Validity 
Reliability is the degree to which a measurement tool produces steady and consistent 
results, and validity refers to how well a test measures what it is supposed to measure (Ary, 
Jacobs, Sorenson, & Razavieh, 2010).  Qualitative research seeks to record the participants’ 
experience of a particular phenomenon rather than to isolate the laws of human behavior 
(Merriam & Tisdell, 2016).  The authors further state that due to the varying interpretations of 
the responses collected, no benchmark exists to establish reliability in the traditional viewpoint.  
Furthermore, validity is relative to the circumstances of the research and assessed in association 
with those conditions. 
Given that traditional reliability does not exist in a qualitative study, one should not 
discredit the results of any study.  Merriam and Tisdell (2016) asserted that researchers should 
seek data that is consistent, makes sense, and mirrors reality.  Triangulation supports the 
credibility of a study by cross-examining data from multiple sources (Savin-Baden & Major, 
2013).  This study will apply a form of triangulation through similar research and by the 
collection of data from interviews.  Member checking will be applied to ensure the validity of the 
responses.  Savin-Baden and Major (2013) asserted member checks ensures correct interpretation 
of the participants’ responses.  Additionally, peer evaluation by the advisor committee will 
review to validate the research approach and results are consistent with existing research. 
Research operationalization will be applied to ensure the data collected is empirical.  In 
research, operationalization is the establishment of survey questions, observation criteria, or 
experimental protocol.  Creating an order of operations will direct the research in the day-to-day 
tasks and established structure and ensures the process is repeatable, trackable, and measurable 
(Shuttleworth, 2008).  Vague concepts (such as emotions) will be explained and defined as to 
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how it is to be measured.  This research study defines who the participants are- adults with 
secondary education, employed, and have anxious feelings about learning in the workplace.  It 
provides examples of anxious feelings and describes the types of workplace learning.  The study 
seeks to examine the various forms of anxiety and will not discriminate against those who do not 
have trait anxiety and only experience high levels of anxiousness when learning in the 
workplace. 
Maxwell (2013) suggested the following strategy for analyzing qualitative data: listen to 
the interview recordings before transcribing, then read the transcripts, notes, and or documents, 
and take notes on what you hear or see in the data.  Follow by applying one of the three main 
groups: memos, coding, or connecting strategies (most popular is coding).  Applying this 
iterative approach is essential to qualitative research because it ensures the sequence of tasks are 
conducted and repeated in the same manner to create a repeatable experience.  Additionally, the 
back and forth between the data and the findings ensures that all information-rich data is 
collected, and any new data is exhausted.  The objective of the iterative process is uncovering the 
true results with each repetition (Ary, Jacobs, Sorenson, & Razavieh, 2010). 
Ethical Considerations 
Qualitative research involves the participation of the researcher, whether it be in the form 
of direct observation or the design of interview questions asked, which add a degree of 
subjectivity to the study (Patton, 2002).  The author also asserts a researcher should possess 
empathetic neutrality, which is defined as the middle ground between a researcher being too 
close and too distant from the participants in the inquiry.  “Empathy involves being able to take 
and understand the stance, position, feelings, experiences, and worldview of others” (Patton, 
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2002, p.52).  Empathy is vital to qualitative researchers because it provides an empirical 
foundation for relaying the perceptions of others (Patton, 2002). 
An implication for qualitative research is that scholars who cannot be empathetic stand 
the risk of incorrectly relaying the opinions, thoughts, and feelings of others in their research.  
This effect shows the importance of researchers being reflexive.  Reflexivity involves the 
individual having the self-awareness to be attentive to one’s views while considering the views 
of the participants in the study (Patton, 2002).  Savin-Baden and Major (2013) stress the 
importance for a researcher to define his or her own personal stance so that opinion does not 
impact the quality of the research. 
Assumptions and Limitations 
Assumptions are important to qualitative research because if the assumptions fail to exist, 
the study fails to exist (Simon, 2011).  The researcher assumes the participants will answer 
truthfully.  This assumption is logical as the participant has volunteered to partake in the study.  
It is also assumed the sample is an accurate representation of the population; however, the small 
sample may determine results that may not apply to the greater population.  Random selection is 
not an option as not every person has anxiety.  As the researcher, I will have to accept whoever is 
willing to participate (individuals with self-identified anxiety) in the research; therefore, making 
the selection process non-random.  Additionally, as the researcher for this study, I acknowledge 
that I possess trait anxiety and experiences heightened levels of anxiety when learning.  
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that I have established both conscious and unconscious 




This qualitative research study seeks to reveal best practices and accommodations 
utilized by those who experience increased levels of anxiety in a workplace learning 
environment.  Learning ceases to exist without anxiety as anxiety forms a necessary foundation 
for productive learning outcomes.  Nevertheless, uncontrolled anxious feelings can result in 
heightened emotions that create barriers to learning, such as lack of concentration, poor time 
management, disorganization, and an inability to cope with stress (Gilmore & Anderson, 2016).  
Employees who encounter these barriers to learning in workplace learning may require support 
or accommodations to boost their unique learning needs.  Outcomes of this study may benefit 
multiple stakeholders including learners, HRD professionals, and the broader organization.  This 
study may be of especial interest to HRD professionals who are seeking to improve learning 
outcomes in traditional training programs in the workplace.   
A comprehensive literature review is included in Chapter 2 on anxiety, adult learning, 
and interventions that reduce anxiety.  The primary focus of Chapter 2 is understanding the 
impact of heightened anxiety on learning, the legal stance on workplace accommodations, and 
known cognitive therapy practices that abate anxious feelings.  The literature review will 
demonstrate how anxiety impairs learning and may require additional support (in the form of 
accommodations) to employees who are learning new tasks in the workplace.  Chapter 3 
describes the research design in greater detail, including the selection of the participants and the 
interview procedure.  Chapter 4 will discuss the findings of the study, and the paper will 
conclude with the interpretation of the findings and their applications in Chapter 5. 
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Definition of Terms 
Anxiety: is the body's normal response to stress and a mental state that is prompted out of 
fear in anticipation of danger or potential threat (Gross & Hen, 2004).    
Anxiety Disorder: an elongated, excessive, or exaggerated fear response.  The four most 
common disorders are discussed: panic, phobias, generalized anxiety, and post-traumatic stress 
disorder (PTSD) (Gross & Hen, 2004).    
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA): one of America's most comprehensive 
pieces of civil rights legislation that prohibits discrimination and guarantees that individuals with 
disabilities have the same opportunities as everyone else to have a typical lifestyle, including 
employment (ADA, n.d.). 
Accommodation: actions taken by an employer to ensure the disabled employee can 
experience the same benefits and privileges equal to those employees without disabilities.  
Accommodations must be reasonable and cannot accrue excessive costs or be disruptive to 
nature of the business (US Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, n.d.).   
Andragogy: the theory of adult learning which considers five assumptions that adult 
learners have, a) the self-concept to direct one’s own learning, b) prior learning and experience, 
c) readiness (or need) to learn, d) the orientation to learn and interested in the application of 
knowledge, and e) intrinsic motivation to learn (Merriam, 2001) 
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT): a clinical method to teach people with anxiety 
disorders different ways of thinking, behaving, and reacting to anxiety-producing events 
(National Institute of Mental Health, n.d.).   
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
Understanding how anxiety impacts an employee’s ability to learn and develop in the 
workplace is vital to this research study’s success.  More specifically, this study seeks to 
determine how individuals with an anxiety disorder may be better supported in the workplace 
through accommodations and best practices in anxiety management that are applied in medical 
settings or formal education environments.  Anxiety disorders are the most common mental 
illness in the U.S. (Anxiety and Depressions Association of America, n.d.).  The Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission recognizes anxiety disorders as a disability covered under 
the American with Disabilities Act when it disrupts a major life function, which in this case is 
learning.  Vince and Saleem (2004) asserted some anxiety is needed in any change and plays an 
essential role in encouraging individuals to learn and develop.  However, Gilmore and Anderson 
(2016) reported that uncontrolled anxiety could result in heightened emotions that create barriers 
to learning. Employees who have anxiety disorders may experience these barriers to learning 
when in traditional training programs and may require support or accommodations to boost their 
unique learning needs for development in the workplace.  The challenge for HRD professionals 
is how best to intervene when an employee exhibits behaviors of learning anxiety to nurture and 
promote productive workplace learning that leads to skill development and career advancement.  
 The following review of the literature will help HRD professionals comprehend the 
detrimental symptoms of anxiety, and its impact on learning from the perspective of this study.  
This review will consolidate recommended accommodations that will improve learning 
opportunities and introduce a scaled cognitive therapy approach, which may be beneficial if 
incorporated into workplace training.   
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Furthermore, this literature review will focus on prior research conducted on anxiety, and 
more specifically, anxiety associated with organizational learning.  The research will cover 
relevant frameworks on behaviorism, cognitive theory, and adult learning principles from which 
to better assist those who suffer from anxiety disorders.  Additionally, a review of psychotherapy 
practice is conducted to identify areas of opportunity in developing workplace learning in the 
context of this study. 
Anxiety 
Anxiety is a mental state that is prompted out of fear in anticipation of danger or potential 
threat (Gross & Hen, 2004).  Anxiety is the body's normal response to stress; however, an 
excessive or exaggerated fear response can develop into an illness or disorder.  The term anxiety 
disorders represent a group of disorders illustrated by excessive fear or avoidance of external and 
internal stimuli and is the most common classification of mental illnesses (Kutlu & Gould, 
2015).   
This mental illness, which often begins in youth, can have severely disabling effects on 
social, occupational, and other areas of major life functions (Craske & Stein, 2016).  Anxiety 
disorders develop from a complex set of factors involving genetics, brain chemistry, persona, and 
life events (Anxiety and Depressions Association of America, n.d.).  An untreated anxiety 
disorder often reoccurs for decades and often results in high relapse rates should remission 
transpire (Hirsch et al., 2019).   
Anxiety disorders, being the most common mental illness in the U.S., affects 40 million 
adults age 18 and older, or 18.1% of the population each year (Anxiety and Depression 
Association of America, n.d.).  Craske and Stein (2016) reported a study that was conducted 
across 44 countries and found the overall prevalence of anxiety disorders was estimated at 7.3%.  
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These results suggest that one in 14 people around the world at any given time has an anxiety 
disorder.  Additionally, Hirsch et al. (2019) reported that general anxiety disorders have an 
estimated lifetime prevalence in 6-7% of European and American adults. 
Looking to the future, these numbers show no signs of decreasing as Mineka and Zinbarg 
(2006) asserted children of parents with anxiety disorders are reported to be at higher risk for the 
development of anxiety disorders.  Furthermore, in demographic studies, it was found women are 
two times more likely as men are to have an anxiety disorder, and adults between the ages of 35-
54 years are more susceptible than those 55 years and older (Anxiety and Depressions 
Association of America, n.d.).  
A person may suffer from one or may have multiple types of anxiety disorders.  Forsell et 
al. (2019) asserted that those who have an anxiety disorder commonly have comorbidity with 
other anxiety disorders or depression- spectrum disorders.  Anxiety is more likely to evolve into 
a long-term disability if more severe symptoms are present and comorbidity exists (Hendriks et 
al., 2016).  Consequently, in addition to the devastating personal and societal costs, anxiety 
disorders are responsible for a substantial burden to the U.S. economy and taxpayers.  This group 
of disorders is estimated to generate $42.3 billion in psychiatric and non-psychiatric treatment 
costs, death-related costs, and prescription costs- approximately one-third of the total mental 
health budget of the U.S. (Kutlu & Gould, 2015).  Moreover, anxiety disorders are linked to 
impaired workplace performance and increased absences (Hirsch et al., 2019). 
While unique symptoms further define the various illnesses covered under the anxiety 
disorder umbrella, they are often described as an exaggerated fear response to situations that are 
not truly dangerous as one sees them to be (Kutlu & Gould, 2015).  Anxiety and fear possess 
many of the same mental and biological properties; however, they are differentiated in that fear 
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is fleeting while anxiety persists over time.  Additionally, one may experience anxiety in the 
absence of a direct physical threat and is universally conceptualized as in a state of constant fear 
(Hartley & Phelps, 2012).    
Gross and Hen (2004) stated anxiety, in its non-pathological form, can be divided into 
two categories based on duration: state anxiety that is acute, and trait anxiety, which is prolonged 
or long-term.  In its pathological form, anxiety can severely interfere with normal life activities 
and greatly diminishes the overall quality of life (Hirsch et al., 2019).  This study considers the 
four most common anxiety disorders: panic, phobias, generalized anxiety, and post-traumatic 
stress disorder (PTSD).    
Panic disorders are defined as chronic unexpected panic attacks that occur without any 
cues or triggers (Mineka & Zinbarg, 2006).  During these attacks, the person experiences worry, 
anxiety, or behavioral change related to having an additional attack.  The Job Accommodation 
Network (n.d.) characterizes panic disorders as mental health impairment when a person 
experiences frequent panic attacks.  These attacks result in heightened anxiety or avoidant 
behavior and extend over a month or fewer than four panic episodes.  Those who have panic 
disorders often have recurrent or constant fears of having another panic attack.  Worry about 
future panic attacks and the effort spent trying to avoid attacks cause significant problems in 
everyday functioning and often develop into agoraphobia (National Institute of Mental Health, 
n.d.). 
Phobias are described as an irrational fear towards a specific aversive event or situation 
where the individual will avoid that phenomenon at all costs (Engel et al., 2019).  While the 
experience could be considered realistic to trigger anxiety in some circumstances, the fear people 
with phobias feel is out of proportion to the actual danger presented in the situation or object 
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(National Institute of Mental Health, n.d.).  The institute calls out social anxiety (fear of social 
situations) and agoraphobia (fear of being in crowded, open spaces) as two phobias that impact 
normal life functions.  They lead to the individual becoming homebound. 
Generalized anxiety disorder differs as it is characterized by chronic, excessive, 
uncontrollable worry about multiple events or activities that extend over a period longer than six 
months (Mineka & Zinbarg, 2006).  The fear and anxiety interfere in normal life activities, such 
as social interactions, school, and work.  National Institute of Mental Health (n.d.) list 
generalized anxiety disorder symptoms to include irritability, fatigue, restlessness, excessive 
worry, and loss of concentration.   
Hughes et al. (2016) distinguished PTSD as a disorder triggered by a terrifying event in 
which the fear lingers long after the event ended.  The Job Accommodation Network (n.d.) 
(JAN) states it is common to experience a brief state of anxiety or depression after trauma; 
people with PTSD continually re-experience the harrowing event and have symptoms of 
excessive emotions and avoidance of others or situations associated with the event.  Van der 
Kolk (2014) stated that once an individual is devastated by an event, the trauma permanently 
changes the person.  Additionally, Van der Kolk asserted the trauma may echo in continually 
recycling memories.  JAN (n.d.) further clarifies that people with this disorder cannot function as 
well as before the traumatic event and experience these symptoms for over one month. 
Anxiety disorders are accompanied by other negative feelings such as apprehension, 
worry, and tension.  Its symptoms include intrusive memories, avoidance, emotional numbing 
(loss of interest), and hyperarousal (Kutlu & Gould, 2015).  Those with an anxiety disorder tend 
to avoid tasks and practices that trigger stress.  Additionally, individuals who experience 
heightened anxiety develope low levels of self-worth and elevated fear of failure and tend to 
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avoid tasks and practices that may be beneficial to effectively maneuver the threatening situation 
(Macher et al., 2012).   
These symptoms cause one to have a lack of concentration, poor time management, 
disorganization, and an inability to cope with stress (Hughes et al., 2016).  Individuals often lack 
job engagement, poor relationships with peers, and disinterest in pursuing advancement.  This 
knowledge is relevant to HRD professionals as it can impact learning in the workplace.  The 
International Board of Credentialing and Continuing Education Standards (n.d.) asserted that the 
symptoms of anxiety disorders cause poor academic performance and resistance to anything 
learning related. 
Learning and Anxiety 
Learning is defined as the acceptance and adoption of unknown information or skills 
(Reio, 2013).  Anxiety plays an essential role in encouraging productive learning outcomes.  
Vince and Saleem (2004) asserted that learning and change is unlikely to occur without anxiety.  
Hay and Blenkinsopp (2019) asserted anxiety has been identified as a major emotional output 
during learning and development and is considered essential to learning.  Reio (2013) asserted 
that taking risks in personal development is a crucial part of the learning process.  He defines 
risk-taking, as it applies to learning, as the creative and uncertain processes that extend beyond 
the conventional forms of learning.  Learning and risk-taking coexist in adult education.  The 
author stressed that risk-taking is necessary to enhance learning and development and encourages 
critical thinking and problem-solving.  Gilmore and Anderson (2016) reaffirmed the correlation 
between emotion and learning by emphasizing that anxiety forms a necessary foundation for 
productive learning outcomes. 
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However, if not controlled, anxiety can result in heightened emotions that cause conflicts 
and create barriers to learning or learning inaction (Gilmore & Anderson, 2016).  Sun et al. 
(2017) asserted many studies have found moderate anxiety has benefits to learning; however, 
excessive anxiety has an adverse effect and can potentially wield a negative impact on learning 
from the feelings of loss of the sense of challenge, self-determination, and control.  Researchers 
have shown that high levels of anxiety consume necessary attentional resources that hinder 
learning and performance (Bell & Kozlowski, 2008).  Sari et al. (2019) stated students who 
suffer from anxiety experience disruptions in their daily activities, assignments, academic 
development, and social skills, which can continue to deteriorate in their adult age. 
Macher et al. (2012) asserted that increased anxiety might cause an individual to 
experience low self-efficacy levels and high fear of failure in learning situations.  Additionally, 
anxiety triggers negative emotions, like frustration, which are demotivating and cause a lack of 
concentration, poor time management, disorganization, and inability to cope with stress- all 
conditions that create obstacles for learning (Hughes et al., 2016).  When key concentration 
resources are exhausted and diverted to other focuses, learning is obstructed.  This obstruction 
can be especially detrimental in the early stages of workplace training when cognitive skills are 
in high demand to learn a new skill (Bell & Kozlowski, 2008).  Moreover, anxiety can lower task 
competence and stimulate avoidance behavior towards the anxiety-provoking stimulus, such as 
learning new workplace skills (Muschalla et al., 2010).  
Vince and Saleem (2004) determined that anxiety both fosters and deters learning.  When 
encountered with an unknown, the person can either manage the anxiety to develop a new 
understanding or ignore and avoid the situation and remain ignorant.  The authors describe a 
two-directional approach when uncertainty brings about anxiety.  In the first path, the person can 
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control the anxiety through the trial-and-error process to gain new knowledge.  When anxiety is 
not regulated, the second path leads to denial or avoidance that discourages learning. 
Learning anxiety is defined as negative emotions, stress, and pressure that occurs during 
a learning opportunity (Sun et al., 2017).  Learning anxiety has often been shown to be predictive 
of a poorer learning outcome.  Warr, P., & Downing, J. (2000) reported that individuals with 
heightened anxiety “attend to fewer environmental cues, encode information less well, process 
material less effectively, experience more cognitive interference, and lose working memory 
capacity by worrying” (p.7).  These emotions can cause the learner to feel less challenged and 
lose self-determination and control, which then consequently, increases anxiety and has an 
adverse effect on cognitive and intellectual tasks (Sun et al., 2017).  A large body of research has 
indicated that high levels of anxiety introduce irrelevant task thoughts into the limited storage 
component of the information processing system.  Therefore, this distracting information 
disrupts focus and depletes working memory space, resulting in inefficient information 
processing (Nelson & Harwood, 2011).  Vince (2014) asserted that anxiety disrupts the 
phonological loop in storing data, which burdens working memory capacity and results in poor 
reading comprehension in education and in workplace learning, regardless of the stage of 
development.  Stress and trauma both impact how memories are formed; therefore excessive 
amounts of stress and trauma can cause substantial memory impairment (Pretak, 2018).  
Over the past three decades, there have been advancements in recognizing the mental 
disorders that cause learning impairment extend to adults and not just youth (Hughes et al., 
2016).  Researchers have shown that adults who have a psychiatric disorder often also have a 
learning disability that is overlooked or underestimated (Robinson, 2016).  Many cognitive 
theories have suggested that a learning disability and anxiety have a common brain-based 
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etiology and frequently coexist (Nelson & Harwood, 2011).  Nelson and Harwood (2011) go on 
to state there is much evidence to support that a learning disability can bring about anxiety, and 
that anxiety can cause avoidance, creating barriers to learning.  However, some individuals 
question if excessive generalized anxiety can invoke a learning disability.  Historically, it was 
rarely acknowledged that a person with a learning disability often suffered from mental illness.  
Even in recent times, those people who have mental health problems and a learning disability, 
the collective effects of the two disorders are overlooked or underestimated (Robinson, 2016).  
Little research has been completed to determine if anxiety may be an indication of an 
undiagnosed learning disability. 
The research correlating the negative impact anxiety has on learning should be 
considered when engaging in organizational learning.  Kjellstrand et al. (2017) asserted that 
workplace learning generates the fear of making mistakes, which further leads to additional 
anxiety of making more mistakes and causes negative learning patterns.  The authors further 
state that HRD professionals cannot successfully contribute to organizational growth if they do 
not consider mental or emotional disabilities when developing employees. 
Organizational Learning and Anxiety 
Organizational learning or workplace training and development exists through the 
interaction with and through other people and therefore is both a social and a political process 
(Vince & Saleem, 2004).  Workplace learning has been dominated by behaviorism, emphasizing 
producing observable and measurable outcomes (Ertmer & Newby, 1993).  The authors further 
argue the behaviorism theory likens learning by inserting a stimulus and then measuring the 
change in observable performance.  The learner responds to the stimulus and plays a reactive role 
in the learning process (Chen, 2020).  As most organizations seek measurable outcomes, 
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applying behaviorism to workforce education allows companies to assess performance without 
difficulty through a criterion-referenced assessment, which can be easily reinforced (Bell & 
Kozlowski, 2008).  Employing this theory to workplace education allows the organization to 
program its employees to respond consistently to an event.  The employee is taught to react in 
specific ways to an event, and then the response is reinforced through repetition (Meigh et al., 
2020).   
Vince (2011) asserted that fears and anxieties are a daily part of organizational life that 
cannot be dismissed or ignored.  Fears of being chastised, punished, humiliated, and excluded are 
genuine and commonly occur within the formal learning settings.  These fears and anxieties 
surface when one worries that they may not meet the expectations of their peers or superiors, 
which results in some form of discipline (Hay & Blenkinsopp, 2019).  Vince (2014) later stated 
 “one fantasy that I find to be common in learning environments is that, when we 
learn together, ‘we are all in the same boat’.  Emphasizing the equality inherent in 
learning with and from our peers is productive, but it also allows individuals to 
avoid the differences that are present in learning” (p.9).   
 
Furthermore, anxiety also arises from making mistakes on the job (Kjellstrand et al., 2017).  
Vince and Saleem (2004) studied the interrelatedness between fear of mistakes and anxiety and 
concluded that these emotions trigger negative learning patterns such as denial, avoidance, and 
lack of accountability.  Coutu (2002) asserted that employees experience anxiety in 
organizational learning due to the fear of what is expected to be learned will be too difficult and 
the individual will look foolish or incompetent in front of their peers.  Coutu (2002) further 
stated this anxiety causes low self-esteem and negative emotions that the employee will become 
an outcast and excluded from his or her peer groups. 
Organizational learning may not be conducted in traditional classroom settings, and 
studies suggest that learning anxiety is often induced when new teaching and learning methods 
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are utilized (Hay & Blenkinsopp, 2019).  The authors also stated that learning methods that 
require additional active learner participation evoke anxiety and cause concern about how to 
behave and meet performance expectations.  Coutu (2002) asserted that learning anxiety will 
always exist, but providing well-facilitated training, coaching, group support, and positive 
feedback will help the employee overcome the anxiety.  Understanding the impact of layering 
organizational learning anxiety elements on top of basic learning anxiety becomes critical to 
HRD in considering adult learning principles when delivering workplace learning.   
Adult Learning Principles 
Scholars and practitioners have focused on the question of how adults learn since the 
early twentieth century.  The first attempts to propose adult education as a unique field of 
practice, as differentiated from pedagogy, were the concepts of andragogy and self-directed 
learning.  Knowles’ (1968) theory of andragogy differentiated childhood learning from adult 
learning and called scholars’ attention to recognize adult learning as a unique field of practice.  
Andragogy considered five assumptions that adult learners have: (a) the self-concept to direct 
one’s own learning, (b) prior learning and experience, (c) readiness (or need) to learn, (d) the 
orientation to learn and interest in the application of knowledge, and (e) intrinsic motivation to 
learn (Merriam, 2001).  When learning, adults differ from (most) children as they seek autonomy 
with the need to self-direct their learning activities (Knowles, 1968).  In comparison, children 
live in a dependent environment and expect to be told how and what to do.  Part of maturing is 
making one’s own decisions about his or her experiences.  Knowles (1968) asserted that adult 
learners want to be recognized as adults (and not as children) and be treated with respect, have 
the freedom of choice, and be seen as unique individuals.  
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Andragogy is rooted in the humanistic philosophy and considers the learner’s: (a) need to 
control the process, (b) the natural desire to learn, and (c) the motivation to continue learning 
(Merriam, 2001).  As that natural desire to learn exists, adults want to take part in how they 
learn.  They want to decide who will facilitate their learning and the methods used.  Engaging the 
adult learner in the analysis of their needs for learning is a vital part of andragogy (Knowles, 
1968).  The involvement continues as the student is involved in planning the learning, followed 
by carrying out the process.  As the processes are a collaboration between educators and 
students, teachers look for direction on how best to understand adult learners’ needs.  Caffarella 
(1993) asserted Knowles principles provided an outline that guides teachers and learners on how 
to work together to develop a learning plan. 
Scholars agree that andragogy has made significant contributions to the understanding of 
adult learners; however, it is criticized that andragogy has provided little advancement in 
understanding the process of learning (Merriam, 2001).  This criticism led to the expansion of 
Knowles’s first assumption of andragogy that learners become increasingly self-directed as they 
mature (Merriam, 2001).  A self-directed learning process often encompasses learning strategies 
that correlate with the five assumptions listed above about adult learners.  Garrison (1997) 
agreed that most adult education focuses on Knowles first principle of self-direction of learning 
tasks when facilitating learning. 
Self-directed learning incorporates three principles: (a) the self-initiated learning process 
to plan and manage learning, (b) autonomy characteristics of the learner, and (c) exerting control 
over the instruction (Caffarella, 1993).  He stated, “what differentiates self-directed learning 
from learning in more traditional formal settings is that the learner chooses to assume the 
primary responsibility for planning, carrying out, and evaluating those learning experiences” 
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(p.28).  Allowing the student to self-direct learning gives the learner control over the processes, 
increasing the motivation to learn (Garrison, 1997).  The self-directed process fosters 
transformational learning, which initiates critical reflection by the learner (Merriam, 2001).  
Reflective and critical thinking is a crucial part of self-directed learning as it contributes to the 
learner’s better understanding of what and how he or she learns (Caffarella, 1993). 
The underlying humanistic foundation of self-directed learning prescribes that learners 
assume responsibility and the educators act as guides in the learning process (Caffarella, 1993).  
The learner exerts control over learning activities and decides what processes will be used (such 
as setting goals, the resources to be used, and the methods used) that work best for the learner 
(Brookfield, 1993).  Though, Caffarella (1993) argued, “being self-directed and acting in an 
autonomous manner in a learning situation is not an all-or-nothing position” (p.30).  Garrison 
(1997) called for a collaborative perspective to self-directed learning; the learner controls how 
and what to learn and then seeks others to confirm if what was learned was worthwhile.  The 
collaborative perspective ensures the adult learner fulfills the need to control the learning while 
meeting educational norms and standards (Garrison, 1997). 
A criticism of self-directed learning is that adults are limited in their backgrounds and 
experiences (family, past education, work experience), which complicated their ability to self-
direct in specific learning activities (Brookfield, 1993).  Adults have competing priorities such as 
work-life balance and stress of life and may be too exhausted to make informed decisions about 
their learning experience (Brookfield, 1993).  Hence, without guidance from an educator, it may 
be impractical to expect adult learners to assume complete responsibility for their own learning 
(Garrison, 1997). 
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As educators become more involved, the controversy of control-led self-direction arises, 
putting the adult learner at risk of only having the illusion of control of the learning process.  
There is control over the pace, objectives, resources, and evaluation; however, “if the range of 
acceptable content has been pre-ordained so we stay clear of things that are controversial then we 
are controlled rather than in control” (Brookfield, 1993, p. 235).  Educators must be sure to leave 
their personal agendas out of the direction to ensure the learner dictates the learning process.   
Considering that the learner seeks to guide the learning experience and the methods used, 
HRD professionals should consider adult learning styles when delivering workplace learning. 
Adult learning styles were first considered when adult education began as a social program to 
improve the quality of life for disadvantaged adults who possessed limited skills to advance out 
of hard labor (Watkins & Marsick, 2014).  Logically, that adult learning was injected into the 
workplace during World War II as the white men (those with the most civil liberties) were sent 
to fight overseas, leaving the elderly, women, and minorities behind to support American 
businesses.  Still today, HRD professionals face the challenge of how best to incorporate the 
adult learning process and the many learning styles of adults into a training and development 
program to improve corporate performance.  Knowles provided a paradigm of the fundamental 
principles of adult learning that provide HRD tools in designing learning activities to help 
employees make the most of the learning opportunity provided.  
Learning Styles 
The discussion around learning styles has a lengthy list of contested theories on the 
diverse ways a person learns.  Students use cognitive or “thinking” styles to process subject 
matter, resulting in learning outcomes (Vermunt & Verloop, 1999).  Su et al., (2021) asserted a 
student’s learning style or learning preference will, a) vary among students, b) be 
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distinguishable, and c) need a complimentary teaching style.  Vermunt and Verloop (1999) 
further defined learning style as the comprehensive learning activities that students commonly 
exercise, their learning predisposition, and their opinion of learning.   
Learning styles are influenced by several factors including social status, environmental, 
physical, sociological, and emotional (Holland, 1982).  The author defined each factor as 
follows: (a) social status as a trait determined at birth such as race and sex, (b) environmental 
factors consist of sound, light, temperature, design and may enhance or impair a person’s 
learning, (c) physical needs are how one learns (e.g., listening vs. reading) or their ability to sit 
(or not) for extended periods, (d) sociological factors determine if the student prefers to be a 
social or independent learner, and (e) emotional factors include the student’s motivation, 
perseverance, and responsibility.  These traits help the student maintain his or her willingness to 
learn and help counter anxiety and task-irrelevant thoughts (Vermunt & Verloop, 1999).   
Teaching strategies and learning styles should be considered when working with 
employees who experience anxiety.  Studies suggest that anxiety is often evoked when new and 
unconventional teaching and learning methods are introduced (Hay & Blenkinsopp, 2019).  
Gilmore and Anderson (2016) asserted that the use of unconventional teaching and learning 
methods deployed by an instructor is a major source of anxiety where learning outcomes are 
consequential for careers. 
Beyond the student’s learning style, there is a need to address student anxiety in the 
learning process.  Chen (2020) argued, students only seek to achieve high marks from fear of 
adverse reinforcement.  Skinner’s research, while dated, focused on the need for immediate 
feedback in the learning process and continued reinforce long after the learning has occurred 
(Skinner, 1954).  Providing a student with reinforcement throughout the learning process may 
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combat learning anxiety and encourage the student’s further learning.  Vermunt and Verloop 
(1999) agreed in stating that reassuring learners with feedback lessens fear and anxiety. 
Students struggle to maintain the possible feeling of self-confidence and cope with 
negative emotions such as anxiety, stress, doubt, and helplessness (Vermunt & Verloop, 1999).  
Su et al. (2021) argued that students who are perceived to be slow learners or have poor learning 
achievement may be a result of never having the opportunity to learn in their ideal approach.  
The perception of being a slow learner contributes to the anxiety of the learning process. 
Klašnja-Milićević et al. (2011) asserted that teaching that is aligned with student learning 
styles increases the quality of the learning outcomes.  Vermunt and Verloop (1999) suggested 
applying three teacher-regulation strategies to tailor learning to the various learning styles of 
students- robust teacher control, loose teacher control, and shared control.  Robust teacher 
control provides teacher-directed activities which are targeted to students with motivation and 
responsibility traits.  Loose teacher control allows highly motivated students to apply learning 
activities independently and offers more flexibility for students who do not prefer traditional 
classroom learning.  Shared control is for students who are somewhere in between where they 
complete the learning functions and the teacher’s role to activate students in the learning.  
Garrison (1997) asserted that there is evidentiary support that collaborative control between 
educator and student results in effective self-monitoring and improved performance.  Self-
directed learning focuses on the learner’s ability to have control of the learning process.  This 
level of control can mean different things to different learners.  To some, it may be deciding on 
the avenue on how the learning is delivered- classroom versus online classes.  To others, it may 
be setting the learning objectives and the terms of the evaluation of the learning.  Although 
allowing the learner to participate in the control over his or her own learning has the potential to 
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provoke high levels of stress and anxiety, including a training design element to help individuals 
manage their emotions has the potential to reduce anxiety (Bell & Kozlowski, 2008). 
Employees who have an anxiety disorder may experience barriers to learning in 
traditional training programs and require accommodations to support their unique development 
needs in the workplace.  Failing to provide training accommodations (under the ADA) could 
expose the organization to legal risk.  Hughes et al. (2016) asserted that HRD professionals must 
be actively involved in the organization's procedures and legal issues associated with 
accommodating employees with disabilities in the workplace. 
ADA Stance on Anxiety 
The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) is a federal agency that 
administers and enforces civil right laws protecting race, color, national origin, religion, sex, age, 
disability, sexual orientation, gender identity, and genetic information (U.S. Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission, n.d.).  The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) is one of the laws 
that fall under the EEOC’s jurisdiction.  The ADA was signed into law in 1990 and is one of 
America's most comprehensive pieces of civil rights legislation that prohibits discrimination and 
guarantees that individuals with disabilities have the same opportunities as everyone else to have 
a typical lifestyle, including employment (ADA, n.d.). 
The ADA defines disability as a “physical or mental impairment that substantially limits 
one or more major life activities” (ADA National Network, 2018 p.1).  An individual has 
workplace rights under the ADA when an applicant or employee has a mental illness that meets 
this criterion.  The ADA defines mental impairment to include any emotional, mental, or 
psychological disorder and explicitly calls out major depression and anxiety disorders (Hurley et 
al., 2012).  The EEOC provided additional guidance stating that the ADA applies to mental 
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illnesses and psychiatric disabilities and covers those whose psychiatric disability and its effects 
are controlled by medication (U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, n.d.).  While 
there has been much controversy in the courts as to what is a major life activity, learning has 
been acknowledged as such an activity; therefore, mental illnesses that prevent learning are 
protected under section 504 within the ADA (Hughes et al., 2016).   
Employees have two critical rights under the ADA.  They have a right to privacy and the 
right to job accommodations.  The exception to the accommodations rule is when the request 
causes undue hardship for the employer.  Employer hardship is one that disrupts the nature of the 
business functions or generates excessive costs (ADA National Network, 2018).  Employers are 
required to provide reasonable accommodations to ensure the disabled employee can experience 
the same benefits and privileges equal to those employees without disabilities (US Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission, n.d.).  The EEOC stated that benefits and privileges 
apply to training, services, and social functions.  Should an employee require an accommodation 
to participate, the employer must do so unless it can prove undue hardship.  The Department of 
Labor (n.d.) suggested accommodations should be referred to as “productivity enhancers” and 
not viewed as special treatment.    
The ADA does not expect the employer to lower quality or production standards to make 
an accommodation.  The Employer Assistance and Resource Network on Disability Inclusion 
(n.d.) asserted the cost of providing an accommodation is often misrepresented and various 
studies have found that reasonable accommodations cost much less than most employers 
anticipate.  They also recommended that employers establish formal accommodation policies and 
procedures to increase the likelihood that accommodation requests will be handled properly and 
consistently.  The EEOC does not provide specific policies or procedures that employers must 
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follow when offering an accommodation to an employee with a disability; however, it provided 
some (but not limited to) examples of accommodations as shown in Table 1.   
Table 1  
Reasonable Accommodations under the ADA 
Provide training in alternative formats and accessibility 
Additional time to performs tasks 
Provide information through various means of communication  
Job restructuring 
Permitting the use of accrued leave 
Application of a "no-fault" leave policy 
Modified schedule 
(US Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, n.d.). 
In addition to the EEOC, many third-party organizations specialize in providing expert 
guidance and best practices on workplace accommodations.  Hughes et al. (2016) asserted the 
importance to HRD professionals in using resources such as the Jobs Accommodations Network 
(JAN) to ensure employees with anxiety are provided with the accommodations and 
considerations needed to successfully perform the role and fully assimilate into the working 
environment.  Job Accommodation Network (n.d.) (in addition to the EEOC) recommends the 
following accommodations to help manage anxiety and panic attacks as shown in Table 2. 
Table 2 
Third-Party Recommended Accommodations for Anxiety 
Flexible schedule 
Provide a rest area/private space 
Allow support animal 
Provide a support person 
Identify and reduce triggers that occur in the workplace 
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Job Accommodation Network (n.d.) recommends the following accommodations to help 
improved learning, as shown in Table 3. 
Table 3 
Third-Party Recommended Accommodations to improve learning 
Alternative lighting Employee assistance programs 
Cubicle doors or shades Awareness training 
Fidget devices Positive feedback 
Noise abatement Apps for memory 
White noise machines Recorded materials 
Job coaches Verbal cues 
Task separation 1:1 communication 
Behavior modifications techniques Policy modification 
 
Considering Job Accommodation Network’s recommendation, accommodations may 
vary based on the needs of the individual and the nature of the job.  Additionally, not all people 
with disabilities will require any accommodation at all.  The question then arises for HRD 
professionals, are there non-medical techniques that can be applied in workplace learning that 
mitigate anxiety.  Vince (2014) suggested that developing strategies for how individuals connect 
with anxiety in the learning process is an important first step toward helping people manage it.  
Hay and Blenkinsopp (2019) asserted that the ways individuals work with anxiety help develop 
tolerance of anxiety and to ensure it does not become excessive resulting in panic or avoidance.  
Hay and Blenkinsopp (2019) further state that this tolerance holds much promise for HRD 
practices; however, it is challenging to establish.  HRD researchers and professionals should seek 
to examine mental health professional’s practices to develop nonclinical ways to integrate 
anxiety mitigation methods that can be used to develop employees in the workplace better. 
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Best Practices Relevant to HRD to Manage Anxiety  
Pavlov’s provision of an experimental model formed the foundation for the scientific 
study of how abnormal behavior, anxiety in particular, is developed in a person (Rachman, 
2009).  It is from Pavlov’s work that it was discovered that if neuroses can be acquired by 
conditioning it should be probable to be deconditioned through training and practice.  Anxiety 
disorders are generally clinically treated with medication, psychotherapy, or a combination of 
both.  Additional methods beyond antianxiety drug medication and therapy to reduce anxiety 
include social skills training, applied relaxation techniques, stress management practices, and 
problem-solving coaching (Rachman, 2009). 
Psychotherapy, talk therapy that seeks to change behaviors and overcome problems, has 
proven to be quite successful for those with anxiety disorders (National Institute of Mental 
Health, n.d.).  While this study does not suggest that an HRD professional should be a substitute 
for a medical professional, there may be an opportunity to support individuals with anxiety 
disorders in managing anxiety in workplace training and development.  Steimer (2002) stated 
that some anxiety disorder cases are pathological where the control mechanisms regulating the 
anxiety response are dysregulated.  LeDoux and Pine (2016) asserted there is a distinction 
between disorders that cause physiological changes in the brain and body, and conscious feelings 
that trigger excessive fear and anxiety.  The authors state this distinction is important in 
determining treatment.  When considering the conscious feelings, adaptive responses practices 
can be developed to minimize the anxiety reaction and improving practices how one engages 
with intensified anxiety in the learning environment is the first step to helping people manage it 
(Hay & Blenkinsopp, 2019).  HRD professionals have an opportunity to examine these clinical 
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practices, such as Cognitive Behavioral Therapy when working with professionals with learning 
anxiety. 
Cognitive theories of anxiety propose that selective attention to negative information 
plays a central role in developing and maintaining anxiety (Cabera et al., 2020).  Mental health 
professionals apply Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) as one method to teach people with 
anxiety disorders different ways of thinking, behaving, and reacting to anxiety-producing events 
(National Institute of Mental Health, n.d.).  The method is a short-term therapy that aims at 
challenging patterns of negative thoughts and behaviors that lead to negative feelings and 
introduces new, more functional thoughts or behaviors to the anxiety-driven situation 
(O’Donohue & Fisher, 2012).  CBT trains the individual to observe their thought content during 
a heightened anxiety event and identify counterproductive patterns of negative thinking, and then 
employ logical assessment to challenge the validity of their negative thoughts (Butler et al., 
2015).  CBT has most recently adopted practices of Eye Movement Desensitization and 
Reprocessing (EMDR) that directs eye movements to divert one’s attention when feeling 
emotionally charged.  EMDR is mostly used to treat PTSD; however, it has found to beneficial in 
treating other anxiety disorders (Valiente-Gómez et al., 2017).  These practices aid participants 
in cultivating skills, such as emotion‐regulation capacities, coping mechanisms, and thinking 
styles, to protect themselves against the onset of anxiety (O’Donohue & Fisher, 2012).  Sari et al. 
(2019) asserted CBT is capable of handling anxiety problems as it encompasses the cognitive 
therapy principles that therapy intervention seeks to identify, evaluate, and reprogram 
individuals’ minds of false conviction, guiding them to realize the importance of recognizing 
negative thoughts and replacing them with positive feelings.  Butler et al. (2015) reinforces Sari 
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et al.’s stance by stating CBT interventions have proven improvement in modest to large effect 
sizes in clinical studies. 
Anxiety is supported by vicious circles involving physical symptoms, avoidance 
behaviors, and loss of confidence, which can be controlled by learning how to break those circles 
(Butler et al., 1991).  They offered a less complicated method to mitigate anxiety responses in 
anxiety management, which incorporates CBT practices of applied relaxation techniques, graded 
exposure, and recognition of anxiety-provoking thoughts.  Butler et al. (1991) referenced studies 
of individuals with general anxiety disorder who responded to anxiety management equally as 
well as those who received CBT.   
Sari et al. (2019) expanded on these methods and recommended relaxation techniques 
such as breathing exercises, distraction behaviors, and five fingers hypnosis to replace negative 
thoughts with positive thoughts.  The authors further explain that breathing in through the nose 
and out of the mouth effectively decreases anxiety by expanding the chest cavity and allowing 
the oxygen to flow throughout the body to calm the nervous system.  Distraction techniques 
transfer attention during heightened anxiety episodes to distract the mind and reduce anxiety.  
Sari et al. provided an example of listening to music as an effective form of distraction.  The 
other technique discussed is a five fingers hypnotic relaxation method that works to lessen 
anxiety and only requires a few minutes to learn.  The process combines breathing, finger 
pressure, and positive thoughts to reduce tensions. 
While the individual is relaxed, graded exposure can be introduced to reprogram the 
individual’s response to the undesirable event.  Rachman (2009) asserted that introducing the 
fear stimulus while the individual is in a state of deep relaxation enables the process of steadily 
reducing the extreme responsiveness to the negative stimulus or systematic desensitization.  
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Additionally, Rachman (2009) stated that applying appropriate positive reinforcement supports 
behavior modification to develop the appropriate behavioral response to the situation. 
O’Donohue and Fisher (2012) asserted that cognitive therapy is conducive to be 
manualized, thus allows modality and scalability in delivery.  This ability empowers CBT to be 
delivered as part of a module program to one-on-one or small groups over a set period of time or 
through ongoing support until the desired behaviors are developed (Clark et al., 2017).  Over the 
past decade, internet-delivered psychological interventions have become more popular as it has 
proven advantages over traditional face-to-face CBT when it comes to anxiety while maintaining 
efficacy (Norlund et al., 2015).  These advantages include on-demand participation which allows 
the participant to work at his or her desired pace and reduces the need for the therapist’s 
intervention.  The most significant benefits of internet-based CBT include its accessibility to a 
large population, privacy, convenience, the ability to offer immediate feedback, and cost-
effectiveness (Smith et al., 2017). 
According to Clark et al. (2017) schools have the potential to participate in delivery CBT 
programs.  Clark et al. (2017) also stated that delivering interventions within schools could 
simplify skill development from one situation to another and minimize the disruption to 
education.  Sroufe (1997) noted it had been observed that incorporating the instruction of 
students in the practice of a skill set targeted to increase social and emotional well-being can 
similarly assist in the development of attention, reflection, and motivation.  Daunic et al. (2006) 
stated a research-based approach, such as CBT, to teaching students positive coping strategies 
effectively prevent behavior disorders.  The authors suggested that the classroom incorporate 
CBT practices such as modeling, feedback, reinforcement, and cognitive mediation techniques. 
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Hay and Blenkinsopp (2019) asserted that teaching emotion control and negative 
capability is promising for overcoming anxiety.  The authors define negative capability as “the 
ability to tolerate anxiety and to ensure it does not become excessive (leading to panic) or be 
denied (leading to inaction) (p.136).”  Bell and Kozlowski (2008) also spoke to applying an 
emotion-control strategy that directed trainees to increase positive thoughts and reduce negative 
thoughts when learning a new task reduced learning anxiety.  Kanfer and Ackerman (1990) 
found that trainees who applied this emotion-control strategy conveyed fewer adverse emotional 
reactions and had higher performance levels.   
Other studies have suggested the implementation of forms of emotional control and 
resulted in the reduction of anxiety.  Rodríguez-Ledo et al. (2018) recommended instituting the 
two constructs of mindfulness and emotional intelligence into the classroom to aid students in 
developing better emotional competencies that promote better personal and social well-being.  
Mindfulness trains individuals to direct one’s attention to the moment at hand to overcome 
present obstacles through the objective monitoring of one’s emotional state (Shokrian, 
2016).  Applying mindfulness-based self-observation helps regulates involuntary arousal, staying 
present, and better managing the symptoms so they do not interfere the life activity in the here-
and-now (Pretak, 2018). Emotional intelligence is the ability to accurately identify and 
comprehend emotions; and reflectively regulate emotions (Mayer et al., 2004).  Students who 
participate in mindfulness and Emotional intelligence intervention programs have demonstrated 
improved attention and concentration, reduced learning anxiety, impulse control, and stress 
management (Rodríguez-Ledo et al., 2018).  The same authors had also found that the 
implementation of an 8-week mindfulness program to students was related to improvements in 
depressive symptoms and anxiety. 
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Chapter Summary 
This literature review attempts to provide a broad understanding of the various types of 
anxiety disorders, the impact of the symptoms one experiences when undergoing periods of 
extreme and heightened anxiety, and the importance of providing additional support when 
engaging in workplace learning and development.  While the EEOC acknowledges that anxiety 
is a mental illness covered under the ADA, it loosely provides guidance on what 
accommodations are expected to be provided for those with an anxiety disorder.  
Accommodations may vary based on the individual’s needs and the nature of the job, and not 
everyone will require any accommodation at all.  HRD professionals may incorporate non-
medical techniques that can be applied in workplace learning that mitigate anxiety.  Vince (2014) 
suggested that developing strategies for how individuals connect with anxiety in the learning 
process is an essential first step toward helping people manage it.  Hay and Blenkinsopp (2019) 
asserted that the ways individuals work with anxiety assists in developing tolerance of anxiety 
and ensure it does not become excessive, resulting in panic or avoidance.  Understanding how to 
develop this tolerance holds much promise for HRD practices.  Examining mental health 
professionals’ practices to develop nonclinical ways to integrate anxiety mitigation methods into 
learning models shows great potential to better develop employees with anxiety in the 
workplace. 
Combining what has been learned from the literature review, this study seeks to 
determine what actions can HRD professionals provide to mitigate anxiety while learning when 
an employee exhibits the behavior of heightened anxiety when learning new skills in the 
workplace.  The qualitative study seeks to identify common behaviors when a person exhibits 
anxiety and then pinpoint what accommodations and best practices have most benefited the 
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participants when anxiety creates barriers to learning.  The study will consider the following 
research questions: 
RQ1: What emotions, responses, or behaviors create barriers to learning (avoidance, over-
vigilance, excessive arousal) when experiencing feelings of learning anxiety? 
RQ2: What do employees believe are the most impactful training practices or 
formal/informal accommodations in managing anxiety in their learning and development? 
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Chapter 3: Methods 
This chapter discusses the key aspects of the research design and a description of the 
methods I will be using in the study.  It will provide a brief overview of the importance to the 
HRD field, the research questions, the ontology and epistemology that provide the foundation of 
the research methodology, and the research design.  The chapter concludes the selection of 
participants, procedures, analysis of data, and summary. 
The literature review uncovered anxiety creates obstacles for learning and impacts 18% 
of the U.S. population, and those ages of 35-54 years are more susceptible to anxiety disorders. 
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (2020), this age group represents 41% of the U.S. 
workforce.  While the EEOC and third-party sources offer recommendations on better-
supporting employees with anxiety disorders in workplace learning, little research exists to 
support which accommodations are the most impactful.  It is important for HRD professionals to 
understand how anxiety impacts learning in the workplace from the participants' perspective and 
focuses on what accommodations those people perceive to help manage the anxiety through the 
learning process.  
The purpose of this study is to explore what behaviors employees exhibit when 
experiencing anxiety that prevents learning and development in the workplace and to examine 
what practices and training accommodations improved concentration, time management skills, 
organization, and ability to cope with stress while learning new skills.  The research intends to 
consolidate the exhibited behaviors and preferred accommodations in training practices that 
HRD professionals can apply to support employees who exhibit behaviors of heightened anxiety 




The proposed study intends to answer the following research questions: 
RQ1: What emotions, responses, or behaviors create barriers to learning (avoidance, over-
vigilance, excessive arousal) when experiencing feelings of learning anxiety? 
RQ2: What do employees believe are the most impactful training practices or 
formal/informal accommodations in managing anxiety in their learning and development? 
Ontology and Epistemology 
Anxiety disorders develop from a convoluted set of factors and are defined by unique 
symptoms that may vary from person to person.  This characteristic lends itself to being 
examined through a qualitative research lens.  Merriam and Tisdell (2016) asserted a key 
characteristic of qualitative research is that individuals construct a reality in interaction within 
their social world.  This qualitative research seeks to understand a social phenomenon from the 
participants' perspective and adopts the positivism's view that there is a truth: anxiety created 
barriers to learning.  Positivist paradigms seek to find a single trust and focus on the importance 
of objectivity and evidence in searching for truth through conducting an unbiased and judgment-
free inquiry (Rubin & Rubin, 2012).  The study seeks to collect data in a uniform manner that 
can be replicated by other studies.  While positivism is the cornerstone philosophy of the study, 
some constructivism traits will exist as both parties may likely have interpretations of their 
experiences influenced by preexisting biases.  Conflicting responses in this study do not imply 
one is right and the other is wrong; it could suggest that both are truthful from different 
perspectives.   
First, Basic research is applied to understand the fundamental nature of anxiety in 
workplace learning.  Basic research intends to gain knowledge, seek to answer fundamental 
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questions, and lead to new theories or test existing theories (Patton, 2002).  Then 
emancipatory/critical action research is used to uncover the emotions and learning constraints 
experienced by individuals with high levels of anxiety in workplace learning.  Action research 
strives to solve a specific challenge by including the study persons to be directly involved in 
gathering the information and studying themselves to improve one specific problem.  The 
applied research focuses on the participants' negative feelings and seeks to comprehend the 
learning obstacle to determine appropriate accommodations to intervene and improve learning.  
Basic Qualitative Method     
Qualitative research is applied to extract data from a small group of individuals that can 
be generalized to a larger population sample.  The study will use basic qualitative research to 
understand the social phenomenon from the participants' perspective and focuses on the reality 
that people perceive them to be and how they feel about the experience.  Specifically, the study 
seeks to understand what the participants feel when experiencing anxiety when learning.  It also 
seeks to identify best practices or accommodations that they believe have or could have 
improved learning and ability to cope with stress while developing new skills. 
Selection of Subjects  
Qualitative research usually requires two-tier sampling; one to first identify those who 
would have the case study's characteristics, then a second to select those to interview for the 
research (Meriam & Tisdell, 2016).  The process of selecting individuals for the sample is 
categorized as a convenience strategy because the sample would be derived from those who self-
identify as having general anxious feelings when learning and volunteer to participate in the 
study.  From those individuals who offer to participate in the study, random sampling will be 
applied to select those who will advance and partake in the qualitative interviews.  Random 
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sampling allows for the selection from the population of interest and should represent the target 
population and eliminate sampling bias (Patton, 2002). 
Working within the social distancing constraints due to the current COVID-19 pandemic, 
social media venues of Facebook, LinkedIn, and Instagram will be used to publicly solicit 
working adults who self-identify to have heightened anxiety levels.  Social networking sites offer 
far-reaching platforms that allow near-effortless creation and dissemination of multimedia 
content (Miguel et al., 2017).  Pew Research Center (2019) reported on the most common social 
media sites used by adults in the U.S., with 69% of adults using Facebook, 37% using Instagram, 
and 27% using LinkedIn.  Additionally, the agency stated many users include social media as 
part of their daily routine, with approximately 75% of Facebook users and 60% of Instagram 
users visiting these sites at least once a day.  The solicitation will invite those who self-identify 
as having anxiety in the workplace to volunteer.  From those who volunteer, random sampling 
will be used to select those to participate in a qualitative interview involving nine open-ended 
questions.  The sampling size will be targeted between 15 and 20 participants.  The target of 15-
20 participants is selected based on the anticipation that the themes will become saturated as 
more interviews are conducted.  Interviewing will cease when the responses become repetitive 
and new data or themes no longer occur.  Patten (2002) asserted there is no set number to 
determine the appropriate sample size for a qualitative study.  Additionally, he states, "while one 
cannot generalize from single cases or very small samples, one can learn from them- and learn a 
great deal, often opening up new territory for further research" (p. 46). 
Data Collection Methods      
Data will be collected during in-depth qualitative interviews intended to collect rich and 
detailed information.  Patton (2002) asserted we interview people to learn from them about 
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things the researcher cannot directly observe.  Rubin and Rubin (2012) state to collect detailed 
information, the questions asked should allow the participant to answer the questions in any way 
he or she chooses.  The interviews are planned to be semi-structured with prepared questions 
around the specific topics of understanding the participants’ anxious emotions and any 
accommodations that help manage anxiety and plans to probe with follow-up questions to 
encourage the participant to answer at great length and in graphic detail.  Topical studies seek to 
answer what, how, why, and to what consequence (Rubin & Rubin, 2012).  Interviews will be 
conducted on a virtual meeting platform due to the social distancing constraints due to the 
current COVID-19 pandemic.  Each interview will target a time limit of 45-60 minutes.  
The interview will consist of nine prepared open-ended tour questions (See appendix B).  
of selected participants using purposeful sampling from those who meet the sampling criteria.  
Rubin and Rubin (2011) defined tour questions as questions that "request your interviewees to 
provide a broad description of their activities or those of the organization, to talk in general terms 
about how they handle some particular matter, or to present their knowledge about what steps 
occur in a process" (p. 137).  Questions 1-3 look to answer research question 1 and seek to 
understand what general anxiety feels like to the participant, how anxiety from learning feels to 
the participant, and how often those feelings occur.  Questions 4 and 5 are targeted to gain 
knowledge that will answer research question 2 (how those feelings cause barriers to learning).  
Questions 6-9 inquire about any accommodation that has worked in the past (or one thought 
could be helpful), methods that have been organically developed through practice, or taught to 
them to help manage anxiety while learning.  Responses from questions will identify 
accommodations or behaviors that the participant believes contributed to their success.   
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In every study conducted, the researcher must determine his or her degree of involvement 
in the research and how the researcher will reveal his or her involvement to the participants 
(Rossman & Rallis, 2003).  For this study, I will apply Rubin and Rubin’s (2012) responsive 
interviewing method to establish a conversational partnership with the participant.  I will be fully 
immersed and participating in the study to identify what behaviors and accommodations the 
participants believed contributed to managing his or her anxiety when learning.  The participants 
will receive full disclosure of the study to explain which accommodations are most impactful on 
workplace learning.  
The reciprocity (benefit) to the participants is the possibility of uniform adoption across 
organizations to proactivity offer best practices to combat anxiety in future training efforts. 
The study will apply responsive interviewing to build a relationship with the participants.  
Responsive interviewing is based on the foundation of building relationships and establishing 
trust.  Rossman and Rallis (2003) emphasize "trusting relations between researcher and the 
member of a setting are likely to yield a trustworthy report" (p. 159).  Without trust, the 
researcher may experience barriers to the information he or she seeks. Should respondents not 
trust the researcher, they may be unwilling to respond honestly to the inquiry, and the data 
collection may result in flawed or incomplete theories (Rubin & Rubin, 2012).   
Throughout the interview with the participant, I will be providing feedback on his or her 
responses.  Feedback is what the interviewer relays to the participants during the interview to 
reinforce that communication is moving in both ways (Patton, 2002).  The author also asserted 
that interviewers' common mistake is failing to provide the participant feedback throughout the 
interview as they are helpful and informs the partaker his or her responses are applicable and 
useful.  Additionally, member checking will be applied to ensure the validity of the responses.  
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Savin-Baden and Major (2013) asserted member checks ensures correct interpretation of the 
participants’ responses.   
The participant's responses will be recorded and digitally stored in the secure location of 
the researcher.  The recording will then be transcribed verbatim using Temi, a transcription 
software, to capture speech mannerisms.  Most transcripts may not need as detailed as verbatim 
scripts; however, since anxiety is an emotion, capturing pauses and words of hesitation might 
influence interpretation (Rubin & Rubin, 2012).  Additionally, the interview will be summarized 
to help compare responses across the interviews. 
Data Analysis  
Qualitative studies often collect and analyze data simultaneously.  While it is not possible 
to predict the participants' responses, the researcher typically has educated guesses, which will 
call attention to specific data (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016).  Furthermore, the authors stated that 
data collection and analysis are repetitive and dynamic and often a looping and iterative process.  
Data collected from the qualitative interviews will be coded through thematic analysis to 
identify patterns in the responses.  The study's evidence collection theme consists of interviews 
with participants who self-identify as having feelings of anxiety while learning to uncover what 
practices and accommodations improved learning.  The participants' responses will be assigned 
codes; recurring codes then form to identify themes. 
The participant's responses will be recorded and digitally stored in a secure (passworded 
protected) location, in which the researcher will only have the privilege to access the data. 
According to the Institutional Review Board (IRB) standards, all data will be maintained for a 
minimum of three years before being destroyed.  Microsoft Office products, Word and Excel, 
will be utilized to store the transcriptions and organizing key phases and their coordinating code 
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and themes.  Taguette, an open-source qualitative research tool, will be used to highlight words, 
sentences, or paragraphs and associate them with the pre-selected codes.  Taguette is a secure 
program that runs locally on the researcher's computer.  The combination of the programs will 
aid the data analysis in an organized and systematic fashion. 
Data analysis is the process of deriving logic out of data and involves consolidating, 
condensing, and deciphering what was said in the interviews (Meriam & Tisdell, 2016).  Data is 
reviewed to find answers to the two research questions of the study.  Each interview will be 
reviewed immediately and dissected into data units.  Data units will consist of phrases or full 
sentences that provide data-rich information.  The units will be compared to other units looking 
for recurring ideas in the data.  The units will be assigned a code that designates a summative 
attribute to the data.  Coding will allow for data collection as the researcher progresses through 
multiple interviews (Saldana, 2013).  Those codes are then grouped into categories or themes to 
find the answer to the research questions. 
Grounded theory is then applied to develop theory derived from the collection of data 
within a study.  The theory is generated solely from the data collected in the interviews and not 
from other established theories.  The grounded theory works inversely from the traditional 
research (theory and hypothesis, research and data collection, conclusion) as it begins with a 
question of inquiry and seeks data to form a framework.  Patton (2002) asserted that grounded 
theory is intended to construct theory rather than to test the existing theory.  Since little research 
exists on anxiety-causing barriers to learning in the workplace, this study seeks to find patterns in 
the participants' responses from which new theory can be established.  
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Reliability and Validity 
Reliability is the degree to which a measurement tool produces steady and consistent 
results, and validity refers to how well a test measures what it is supposed to measure (Ary, 
Jacobs, Sorenson, & Razavieh, 2010).  Qualitative research seeks to record the participants' 
experience of a particular phenomenon rather than isolate human behavior (Merriam & Tisdell, 
2016).  The authors state that no benchmark exists to establish reliability in the traditional 
viewpoint due to the varying interpretations of the responses collected.  Furthermore, validity is 
relative to the circumstances of the research and assessed in association with those conditions. 
Since traditional reliability does not exist in a qualitative study, one should not discredit 
any study results.  Merriam and Tisdell (2016) asserted that research should seek consistent data, 
make sense, and match reality.  Triangulation supports a study's credibility by cross-examining 
data from multiple sources (Savin-Baden & Major, 2013).  This study will incorporate a form of 
triangulation through the evaluation of similar research studies and by the collection of data from 
the interview.  Member checking will be applied to ensure the validity of the responses.  Savin-
Baden and Major (2013) asserted member checks ensures correct interpretation of the 
participants’ responses.  Additionally, peer evaluation by the advisory committee will review to 
validate the research approach and results are consistent with existing research.   
Research operationalization will be applied to ensure the data collected is empirical.  In 
research, operationalization is the establishment of survey questions, observation criteria, or 
experimental protocol.  Creating an order of operations will direct the research in the day-to-day 
tasks and established structure, so the process is repeatable, trackable, and measurable 
(Shuttleworth, 2008).  Vague concepts (such as emotions) will be explained and defined as to 
how the concept is measured.  This research study defines who participants are- adults post-
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school, employed, and have anxious feelings about learning in the workplace.  It provides 
examples of anxious feelings and describes the types of workplace learning.   
The process for analyzing the qualitative data begins with listening to the interview 
recordings before transcribing.  Once transcribed, I will then read the transcripts and the notes 
taken during the interview, then make note to themes relative to what I heard or noticed during 
the interview.  Inductive analysis is applied to extract themes by classifying patterns, 
constructing categories, and applying coding to develop themes from the data.  I will review the 
data as new interviews are conducted to ensure to uncover the true results with each repetition 
and that all information-rich data is collected, and any new data is exhausted.  Applying this 
iterative approach will ensure the sequence of tasks of the research design are conducted and 
repeated in the same manner to create a repeatable experience for future studies.   
Ethical Considerations         
Qualitative research involves the researcher's participation, whether it be in the form of 
direct observation or the design of interview questions asked, which adds a degree of subjectivity 
to the study (Patton, 2002).  The author further asserts a researcher should possess empathetic 
neutrality, which is defined as the middle ground between a researcher being too close and too 
distant to the inquiry participants.  "Empathy involves being able to take and understand the 
stance, position, feelings, experiences, and worldview of others" (Patton, 2002, p.52).  Empathy 
is vital to qualitative researchers because it provides an empirical foundation for relaying others' 
perceptions.  
An implication for qualitative research is those scholars who cannot be empathetic stand 
the risk of incorrectly relaying others' opinions, thoughts, and feelings in their research. This 
effect shows the importance of researchers being reflexive.  Reflexivity involves the individual 
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possessing the self-awareness to be attentive to one's views while considering the participants' 
views in the study (Patton, 2002).  As someone who has experienced excessive learning anxiety, 
I can easily relate and show compassion to those who have similar experiences.  There is a 
possible risk that participants will feel anxious while answering questions; therefore, I will 
ensure the participant is given some of the recommended accommodations for anxiety, such as 
unlimited time to answer questions, private space, right to not respond to a question, and breaks 
as needed.  One benefit of having virtual meetings is that the participant can choose a 
comfortable environment to engage in the interview.  In addition, participants have the 
opportunity to withdraw from participation in the study at any time and are informed of this 
option in the permissions form.   
 Chapter Summary 
This chapter presented the methods that are applied in this qualitative study, including the 
research design, data collection, interpretation, and analysis.  Basic research is first applied to 
understand the fundamental nature of anxiety in workplace learning and followed with 
emancipatory/critical action research to uncover the emotions and learning constraints 
experienced by individuals with high levels of anxiety in workplace learning.  This study utilizes 
basic qualitative research to understand the social phenomenon of anxiety from the participants' 
perspective and focuses on the reality that the people perceive them to be and how they feel 
about the experience as it applies to learning in the workplace.  Additionally, it intends to 
discover best practices or accommodations that the participants believe have or could have 
improved their learning experience and ability to cope with stress and anxiety.   
Sampling by convenience will be used to detect those who volunteer to participate and 
self-identify as having general anxious feelings.  Working within the social distancing 
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constraints due to the current COVID-19 pandemic, social media venues will be used to solicit 
participants publicly to participant in an interview.  From those individuals who offer to 
participate, purposeful sampling will be applied to identify who also experiences heightened 
anxiety or symptoms of exaggerated fear responses to non-dangerous situations and invited to 
partake in the interviews.  The sampling size will be targeted to a group of 15 and 20 
participants. 
Data will be collected during in-depth qualitative interviews that are intended to collect 
rich and detailed information about the participants’ experience in managing anxiety in 
workplace learning.  The semi-structured interviews will have nine prepared questions around 
the specific topic of understanding the participants’ anxious emotions and any accommodations 
that help them manage anxiety.  Follow-up questions will be asked to encourage the participant 
to answer at great length and in graphic detail.  The interviewed will be recorded and transcribed 
to capture the data-rich information and then coded to identify themes from the data.  Chapter 4 
will discuss the key findings in depth that emerge from the participant’s responses in the 
interviews and research notes.  
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Chapter 4: Findings 
The purpose of this study is to explore what behaviors are exhibited when experiencing 
anxiety that prevents learning and development in the workplace and to examine what best 
practices, interventions, and training accommodations improve learning while on the job.  The 
research intends to consolidate the exhibited behaviors and preferred accommodations in training 
practices that HRD professionals can apply to support employees who exhibit behaviors of 
heightened anxiety in workplace training.  The following research questions were considered 
during the interview to identify the individual perception of the participants in the study: 
 1. What emotions, responses, or behaviors create barriers to learning (avoidance, over-
vigilance, excessive arousal) when experiencing feelings of learning anxiety? 
2. What do employees believe are the most impactful training practices or formal/informal 
accommodations in managing anxiety in their learning and development? 
Grounded theory methodology was applied with a line-by-line approach to generate codes from 
the interview transcripts to identify emergent themes that address the above research questions.  
The themes were compared from the data collected to group the data and form categories to 
cultivate a proposed theory. 
This chapter presents an overview of the study and the data analysis from the data 
collected.  It will first introduce the observed demographics of the study participants, followed 
by a discussion of the responses collected from the interviews.  The chapter will conclude with a 
summary and explanation of the findings and how they relate to the overarching research 
questions. 
Selections of Participants 
Working within the social distancing constraints due to the current COVID-19  
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pandemic, social media venues of Facebook, LinkedIn, and Instagram were used to publicly 
solicit working adults who self-identify to have heightened anxiety levels in workplace learning 
(see Appendix D).  The public post was shared with three community groups and six other social 
media users for a potential sampling reach of approximately 12,625 social media users.  Twenty-
one individuals responded privately to volunteer to participate in the study.  Of the 21 volunteers, 
individuals were randomly selected and interviewed until the responses became repetitive and 
new data or themes no longer occurred, or a minimum number of 15 interviews. 
Once the initial indication of interest to the social media post, I sent a letter of invitation 
via email explaining the purpose of the study, the procedures of the interview process, a 
summary of my background as a student and an HRD professional, and the consent form to each 
person individually.  As the volunteers’ responses to the consent form were returned, interviews 
were scheduled based on the participant’s availability.  Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, there 
was some difficulty collecting consent forms with a wet signature.  Consequently, electronic 
consent via the participant’s personal email was accepted in lieu of a signed form, which the 
participant responded stating acknowledgment of receipt of the consent form and acceptance of 
the terms of the study.  
Interview Setting 
The interviews were conducted in a private and secure room in my home using a 
teleconference service from my personal computer.  All 15 participants were at a location of their 
choice during the interviews and accessed the interview through cellular phone or personal 
computer.  A separate recording device was used to record the responses to ensure the data 
remained confidential and stored as described in the research methods.  Due to the nature of the 
personal questions asked, the participants were reminded they had the option to not respond to 
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any question they did not feel comfortable answering.  This study includes individuals who self-
identify as having general feelings of anxiety; therefore, it is recognized that participating in the 
study itself could bring about heighten emotions that could influence the participant’s responses. 
Demographics of the Participants 
Fifteen participants who self-identify as having anxiety in the workplace participated in 
one-on-one semi-structured interviews.  The participants’ demographic data was collected 
throughout the interview from the participants’ answers.  Fourteen of the 15 individuals (93%) 
were female.  The reported age ranges from 20-60 years of age, and all reported to be working or 
temporarily not working due to being furloughed due to the COVID-19 pandemic.  Twelve of the 
15 participants (80%) reported at least some post-secondary education.  60% openly volunteered 
that they have been diagnosed and treated for anxiety or mental illness as defined by the ADA.  
Two additional participants believed they have an unpursued diagnosis of a mental disorder.  
Table 4 provides a summary of the demographics of the participants. 
Table 4 
Demographics of the Participants 
Participant Post-secondary School Diagnosed Sex Age   
1 Yes Yes Female 50-59 
2 Yes Yes Female 20-29 
3 Yes Yes Female 20-29 
4 No No Female 50-59 
5 Yes Yes Female 40-50 
6 Yes Yes Female 30-39 
7 Yes No Female 40-59 
8 Yes No Male 20-29 
9 Yes Yes Female 20-29 
10 Yes No Female 20-29 
11 No No Female 50-59 
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Table 4 
Demographics of the Participants Cont. 
Participant Post-secondary School Diagnosed Sex Age   
12 Yes Yes Female 20-29 
13 Yes Yes Female 20-29 
14 No No Female 50-59 
15 Yes Yes Female 20-29 
Note: The category of diagnosis was recorded if the participant volunteered of having a diagnosis 
for anxiety or another mental illness disorder. 
The study included 15 individuals who self-identified as having anxious feelings while 
participating in training programs to learn new workplace skills.  The interview questions were 
intended to collect personal feelings and experiences; therefore, each person was assigned a 
number to ensure anonymity and establish a safe environment, ensuring the participants felt 
comfortable sharing their personal experience.  When reporting the data collected in the 
interviews, the participants are referred to their assigned number, i.e., Participant 1. 
Overview of Categories and Themes 
The study sought to uncover the individual’s emotions and responses when learning and 
what he or she felt would help in mitigating or managing those emotions and responses in 
improving learning and job performance.  An array of responses were received from the 
participants regarding their reaction to learning anxiety and their experience with managing the 
emotional and physical responses to improve workplace learning outcomes.  Each individual 
shared his or her personal experiences; however, many participants shared similar feelings and 
strategies when having anxious feelings.  From those responses, four themes emerged to address 
the study’s two primary research questions.  As shown in Figure 1, there are two categories, five 














Categories, Themes, and Sub-themes of the Study 
 
Category 1: The Anxiety Experience 
Anxiety plays an essential role in encouraging productive learning outcomes.  However, 
if not controlled, anxiety can result in heightened emotions that cause conflicts and create 
barriers to learning or learning inaction (Gilmore & Anderson, 2016).  Research has shown that 
heightened emotions consume necessary attentional resources, cause individuals to experience 
low levels of self-efficacy and high fear of failure in learning situations that impede learning and 
performance (Bell & Kozlowski, 2008).  One area of focus of the study was to understand the 
emotions, responses, or behaviors that create barriers to learning when an individual experiences 
feelings of learning anxiety. 
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The participants in the study discussed how they responded to the heightened emotions 
and how they reacted both mentally, physically, and behaviorally.  They also discussed how 
often these feelings occurred and how long the responses lasted.  Furthermore, the participants 
shared how they felt that response impacted their ability to learn and their ability to use those 
new skills in their job performance.  
The Response: Mentally.  A primary reoccurring response was feelings of self-doubt, 
followed by poor self-image and feelings of judgement/fear of failure.  Ten out of 15 participants 
reported self-doubt where they believed they could not perform the new skills being taught.  
Participant 5 stated, “I immediately thought I can’t do this” and “I began to second guess myself, 
I felt insecure because I knew that I hadn’t retained the information.”  Participant 10 reinforced 
this response by stating, “I was afraid I would screw things up…I thought ‘I am going to do this 
wrong’ and had this fear of failure, of not being able to get it.”  
Seven of the 15 participants stated judgement and fear of failure in front of peers were 
other strong emotions that impacted the learning process.  Participant 4 shared, “I'm 
embarrassed, and I don't want my coworkers to know that I'm struggling, or I don't want anybody 
to know that I failed.”  These responses are consistent with Macher et al. (2012) who asserted 
individuals experience low self-efficacy levels and high fear of failure in learning situations 
when having heightened anxious feelings. 
Furthermore, eight participants reported to having feelings of poor self-image.  These 
feelings varied from feeling they were too old to learn the new skills, to having no self-worth, to 
believing they were stupid.  One participant described that she felt “physically ugly” and did not 
like herself when an onset of anxiety began.  
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Collectively, the participants described 46 negative anxiety responses.  This data supports 
Kutlu and Gould (2015) who stated anxiety disorders are often accompanied by negative feelings 
and lead individuals to have the feeling of low self-worth.  As shown in Table 5, the compilation 
of the participant’s responses for the mental response theme. 
Table 5  
Summary of Mental Response Theme 
Mental Response Number of Responses 
Self-doubt 10 
Poor self-image 8 
Judgement/Fear of failure 7 
Frustrated 4 
Overwhelmed 3 




Negative thoughts 2 
Loss of motivation 1 
Total responses 46 
 
The Response: Physically.  It is a challenge for HRD professionals who lack mental 
health professional designations to identify anxiety due to the various types of disorders which 
all have unique symptoms with varying degrees of severity.  This study seeks to provide data to 
aid HRD professionals in recognizing the signs and behaviors of employees who are exhibiting 
anxiety in workplace learning.  The participants were asked to describe what outward physical 
responses they experienced to their feelings of anxiety.  Fourteen out of 15 participants reported 
an outward physical response to anxious feelings.  The symptoms reported are unique to each 
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participant with varying degrees of severity and include crying, shaking, excessive sweating, and 
increased heart rate.  All the physical symptoms described by the participants were consistent 
with those reported by the National Institute of Mental Health (n.d.).  As shown in Table 6, the 
participants’ responses for the physical response theme. 
Table 6  
Summary of Physical Response theme 





Increased heart rate 3 
Loss of sleep 2 
Loss of appetite/stomach pain 2 
Numbness 2 
Eye Twitch 1 
Headache 1 
Nervous tapping 1 
Muscle tension 1 
Hot spell 1 
Bad dreams 1 
Fatigue 1 
Outburst 1 








The Response: Behavior.  Gross and Hen (2004) asserted avoidance, over-vigilance, and 
excessive arousal as anxiety-related behaviors that are part of a universal mechanism in response 
to undesirable situations that cause heightened anxiety.  Fourteen participants reported one or 
more of these three behaviors, with avoidance or rejection of learning opportunities being the 
most common (67%) among the individuals.  Over-vigilance and excessive arousal have five 
responses respectfully. 
  Occurrence: Frequency.  Anxiety generally persists over time, and often, one may 
experience anxiety in the absence of a direct physical threat and is universally conceptualized as 
in a state of constant fear (Hartley & Phelps, 2012).  Furthermore, those who have panic 
disorders often have recurrent or constant fears of having another panic attack and can extend for 
over a month or more (National Institute of Mental Health, n.d.).  To build on this research, 
participants were asked to share how often they experienced anxious feelings while learning.  
Ten reported they felt anxious every time they are expected to learn something new at work, 
while four reported they feel anxious most of the time during learning sessions.  One participant 
was an outlier and stated she rarely had learning anxiety.  Those who did not feel it was all the 
time stated it was not present when learning simple or basic tasks.  Additionally, seven of the 
participants believed their learning anxiety increases or escalates with each new learning 
expectation.  
Occurrence: Duration.  Seven participants elaborated on the frequency of the responses 
and further discussed how long it would take for them to recover from an anxiety episode.  The 
duration ranged from a few hours to multiple days.  Participant 3 stated, “if an anxiety-induced 
situation occurred in the morning, it would stay with me the whole day.” Participant 5 stated, “it 
takes about two hours to get back to normal, for the tingling and the fingers and lips to stop, and 
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get my breathing under control, to stop crying and be okay.”  Participant 10 recounted, “I’m 
probably anxious about it up until a couple of days afterwards just because the anxiety is built 
up, and now it's just going to have to come back down.”  Participant 13 specifically called out:  
“it can be days, usually it's days, and a lot of time, I won't really understand why 
I'm feeling anxious, but it will linger for days.  Even being removed from that 
learning environment, I’m still feeling those anxious feelings.” 
 
Impact: Learning Performance.  Symptoms of anxiety may cause one to have a lack of 
concentration, poor time management, and ineffectiveness (Hughes et al., 2016).  This 
knowledge is relevant to HRD professionals as it can impact learning in the workplace.  The 
International Board of Credentialing and Continuing Education Standards (n.d.) asserted that 
anxiety disorders cause poor academic performance and resistance to anything learning-related. 
Participants were asked to reflect on how they believed the anxious feelings impacted 
their ability to learn what was being taught, which all responded they believed their learning to 
be impacted by their emotions.  Participant 5 stated, “On a scale from one to ten when I am 
having an anxiety attack, my learning is at a one.”  Participant 3 shared, “I don't retain as much 
because I'm so worried about anxious feelings themselves.”  Common responses reported were 
feeling distracted and lack of focus which resulted in poor knowledge retention.  These responses 
support Gilmore and Anderson (2016) who asserted uncontrolled anxious feelings could result in 
heightened emotions that create barriers to learning such as lack of concentration, poor time 
management, disorganization, and inability to cope with stress.  As shown in Table 7, a summary 
of the participants’ responses for the impact of the learning performance theme. 
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Table 7  
Summary of learning performance theme 
Impact on Learning Performance          Number of responses 
Lack of focus/distracted 8 
Lack of knowledge retention  5 
Inability to learn 2 
 
Impact: Job Performance.  Additionally, the participants reflected on how these learning 
barriers transferred to job performance.  Eleven out of 15 (73%) admitted they have poor work 
performance from the hampered learning.  Additionally, four reported they were not focused on 
their work tasks because they were feeling anxious about being able to perform well.  Participant 
2 stated, “it made me anxious to fail in my job performance because I know that every move I 
make is being watched.”  Additionally, two participants reported that they felt they had a “bad 
attitude,” which was sometimes directed towards co-workers or customers.  Participant 12 stated, 
“I become very impatient and become short or rude to other people.”  As shown in Table 8, a 
summary of the participants’ responses for the impact of the learning performance theme. 
Table 8  
Summary of job performance theme 
Job Performance Responses 
Poor performance 11 
Not focused 4 
Poor patience/attitude 2 
Developed a poor reputation   1 
 
Category 2:  Managing Learning Anxiety  
Employees who have an anxiety disorder may experience barriers to learning in 
traditional training programs and require accommodations to support their unique development 
needs in the workplace.  Accommodations are designed to aid employees in successfully 
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performing the job and fully assimilate into the working environment.  However, 
accommodations may vary based on the needs of the individual and the nature of the job.  
Additionally, not all people with disabilities will require any accommodation at all.  
Additionally, Butler et al. (1991) asserted anxiety is supported by vicious circles involving 
physical symptoms, avoidance behaviors, and loss of confidence, which can be controlled by 
breaking those circles.  The authors recommend anxiety management, such as a form of CBT or 
methods of relaxation techniques. 
The participants in the study discussed if they received any accommodations or informal 
support to aid in managing anxious feelings while learning.  If they had not received an 
accommodation, they made suggestions on what they believed would be beneficial in the 
learning activities.  Furthermore, the participants shared best practices they have adopted to 
manage their anxiety.   
Accommodations given.  Accommodations are actions taken by an employer to ensure 
the disabled employee can experience the same benefits and privileges equal to those employees 
without disabilities (US Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, n.d.).  Not one of the 15 
participants reported having received an accommodation for anxious feelings by their employer.  
Three of the participants reported having a 504-plan established by their learning institution for 
their anxiety.  504 plans are formal plans that are developed within schools to provide 
individuals with disabilities the support they need while learning and are covered under Section 
504 of the Rehabilitation Act (US Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, n.d.).   
Those two participants stated they were provided additional time to complete assignments and 
exams, additional breaks, and provided a distraction-free environment.  
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Accommodations desired.  The participants were asked to suggest accommodations they 
believed would help them manage their learning anxiety in the workplace.  In total, 37 
suggestions were made, with the three most popular being a) More time, b) more breaks (when 
they felt it was needed), and c) a distraction-free environment.  As shown in Table 9, a summary 
of the participants’ responses for the desired accommodations theme. 
Table 9  
Summary of learning performance theme 
Suggestion for Accommodation                                        Responses                
More time 7 
More breaks 7 
Distraction free environment 7 
1:1 support/direction 4 
Time to prep/study/material sooner 2 
On-site counselor 2 
More positive reinforcement 2 
Different media for material 1 
Stand at desk 1 
EAP for anxiety support 1 
Flexible work schedule 1 
Support person 1 
Take a walk/to move body 1 
Sandbox environment to practice 1 
 
During this section of the interviews, two individuals suggested they believed that large 
corporations should have a counselor or a mental health coordinator on property to support 
employees who are having an anxiety attack.  Additionally, five participants expressed that they 
would think it would be helpful if their manager or trainer had received training in how to 
manage employees with anxiety.  Some quotes include participant 9, who stated:  
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“If leadership was trained to deal with anxiety, and leadership was trained in 
work-life balance, and if leadership was trained on how to support employees- to 
look at employees as individuals with individual needs, and not just a group as a 
whole, as one size fits all- I think it could lead to a lot more happiness at work.”   
 
Participant 10 supported this message and shared about how he or she feels his manager should 
respond:  
“I just think that every person learns differently, and they deal with life 
differently.  One person who has anxiety is going to manage their anxiety in a 
completely different way than another person.  And that's an important thing to 
remember. Is that just because this works for one person, you can't expect it to 
work for another because none of us are cut out of the same mold. We're all 
created differently.”   
 
To supplement, participant 8 shared, “I didn't have healthcare, I couldn't get diagnosed, so if a 
trainer or a manager notices something, I feel that they should be able to provide some sort of an 
accommodation.”  Additionally, participant 15 shared that she could not presently take her 
medication and felt a void of not having her educational 504 accommodations plan available to 
her in the workplace to help her focus and job performance.  While these suggestions would not 
fall in the realm of an accommodation, I believe this data is impactful to the study.   
General best practices.  This study seeks to uncover if there are non-medical techniques 
that can be applied in workplace learning that mitigate anxiety.  Hay and Blenkinsopp (2019) 
suggested individuals should determine ways to work with anxiety as to develop a tolerance of 
anxiety and ensure it does not become excessive, resulting in panic or avoidance.  The 
participants were asked how they manage times when they feel highly anxious.  As shown in 
Table 10, the participants’ recommended some most used practices the participants described to 
help lower their anxiety. 
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Table 10  
Summary of best practices theme 
Best Practice Response 
Take Break 3 
Practice on own 3 
Exercise 3 
Note taking 3 
Ask for help 1 
 
Cognitive Behavioral based practices.  When reflecting on the participant’s responses to 
how they manage their anxiety, there was a pattern of behaviors that would closely mirror 
practices included in Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) and Sari et al. (2019) expansion on 
these methods.  These practices were broken out into their own sub-theme.  These practices 
include relaxation techniques such as breathing exercises, distraction behaviors, and five fingers 
hypnosis to assist in replacing negative thoughts with positive thoughts.  Twelve of the 15 
participants reported applying at least one CBT technique to manage anxiety.  Most common 
were breathing exercises and distraction techniques that involved sensory integration.  Sari et al. 
(2019) asserted sensory integration techniques increase a person’s threshold for tolerating 
sensory-rich environments and is proven to calm an anxious person.  Some examples of sensory 
techniques included applying pressure, holding hands in cold water, creating background noise, 
and playing with silly putty.  As Table 11 shows, the CBT best practices the participants 
described as ways to help lower their anxiety. 
Table 11  
Summary of CBT Best Practices theme 
CBT Practice Responses 
Breathing exercises 7 
Emotion control 6 
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Table 11  
Summary of CBT Best Practices theme Cont. 
CBT Practice Responses 
Sensory integration  4 
Meditation 4 




This chapter presented the findings from a comprehensive analysis of 15 in-depth, semi-
structured interviews to explore what behaviors one exhibits when experiencing anxiety that 
prevents learning and development in the workplace and to examine what best practices, 
interventions, and training accommodations improve learning while on the job.  The chapter 
began with an explanation of the participant selection and their demographics.  Description of 
the interview setting was provided and followed with a detailed inventory of the categories 
themes that were derived from the data collected.  The participants described their anxiety 
response and its impact on both learning and job performance.  Additionally, the participants 
discussed ways they manage their anxiety and what they believed their employer could do to 
improve their learning outcomes.  Chapter 5 will provide a discussion of the findings, the 
limitations of the study, and areas for future research.  
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Chapter 5: Discussion, Conclusions, and Recommendations 
This qualitative study aimed to explore what behaviors employees believe they exhibit 
when experiencing anxiety that prevents learning and development in the workplace and 
examine what learning interventions and training accommodations improve workplace learning.  
The participants shared their feelings and responses when experiencing anxiety and shared what 
they believed would help mitigate the responses. The results of this study provide a better 
understanding of these experiences, add to the current literature about anxiety disorders, and can 
help HRD stakeholders make more informed decisions about supporting employees to overcome 
learning barriers caused by anxious feelings.   
This chapter begins with the interpretation of the findings as they apply to the two 
research questions: 
RQ1: What emotions, responses, or behaviors create barriers to learning (avoidance, over-
vigilance, excessive arousal) when experiencing feelings of learning anxiety? 
RQ2: What do employees believe are the most impactful training practices or 
formal/informal accommodations in managing anxiety in their learning and development? 
Through the conceptual framework lens through which this study was conducted, the results 
integrate the basic principles of andragogy and Skinner’s beliefs on learning with the self-
directed learning theory. The limitations and implications of the study are considered, and 
recommendations for future study are made. The chapter is completed with a consolidated 
conclusion. 
Interpretation of the Findings 
The study is founded on the belief that employees who have an anxiety disorder may 
experience barriers to learning in traditional training programs and require support or 
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accommodations to boost their unique learning needs for development in the workplace.  It can 
be a challenge for HRD professionals who lack mental health professional designations to 
identify when an individual is facing anxiety due to the various types of disorders which all have 
unique symptoms with varying degrees of severity.  Understanding how anxiety impacts an 
employee's ability to learn and develop in the workplace is vital to this research study's success.   
RQ1: What emotions, responses, or behaviors create barriers to learning (avoidance, over-
vigilance, excessive arousal) when experiencing feelings of learning anxiety? 
For this study, the participants were first asked to recall a workplace learning event where 
they felt consumed with anxious feelings.  Collectively, the 15 participants described 46 
emotional responses when feeling anxious during a learning activity at work.  Though all the 
responses were exclusive, all the 46 responses can be categorized as emotions of negative 
feelings directed to them personally or towards their work performance.   
The most recurring response was having feelings of self-doubt in learning the new skill 
and then applying the newly acquired skill to their work performance effectively.  These findings 
are consistent with Vermunt and Verloop (1999), who reported anxiety diminished self-
confidence, and increased emotions of self-doubt.  The responses of self-doubt were often 
coupled with feelings of poor self-perception and comments of feeling stupid or having 
worthless thoughts.  This data collaborates with Kutlu and Gould (2015), who stated that anxiety 
disorders are often accompanied by negative feelings and lead individuals to have feelings of low 
self-worth.  These two responses often lead to a third emotional response where almost half of 
the participants recounted having a fear of failure, especially in their peers' presence (facing 
judgment).  These findings are consistent with Macher et al. (2012), who stated that individuals 
who experience heightened anxiety developed low levels of self-worth and high fear of failure.  
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Understanding how anxious emotions are detrimental to learning, the question to consider 
is how do HRD professionals, who do not have mental health professional designations or 
training, identify when an individual is facing anxiety?  As part of this study, the participants 
were asked to describe how they physically responded to the intense anxious feelings.  Forty 
different physical responses were shared where at least 10 of the symptoms described are 
responses that HRD professionals in a learning environment can easily observe.  The four most 
common responses included a) crying, b) shaking, c) excessive sweating and d) stuttering.  Of 
the 14 who responded to the physical response inquiry, each reported one or more of those four 
primary responses.  While it is recognized by the National Institute of Mental Health (n.d.) that 
crying, shaking, sweating, and stuttering are not absolute in signifying anxiety, these identified 
reactions can be indicative to HRD professionals providing opportunities for the employees to 
have a discussion on what their needs are to improve learning performance.   
The participants were then asked to reflect on how these emotions caused them to 
respond to the learning opportunity.  Gross and Hen (2004) asserted that when anxiety is not 
regulated, the emotions typically lead to denial or avoidance that discourages learning, which 
was supported by 14 of the 15 participants who stated they demonstrated at least one of those 
three behaviors.  Nine responded that they lost interest, rejected, and avoided learning the new 
skill and aligns with Vince and Saleem (2004), who asserted that pessimistic emotions and fear 
of mistakes trigger negative learning patterns such as denial and avoidance, where the individual 
chooses to remain ignorant.   
Five participants reported excessive escalated thoughts that led to repetitive behaviors 
such as over-preparing.  Five participants also reported having hyperstimulation, which then 
extended beyond the learning event and impacted other aspects of their lives.  These findings are 
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consistent with Gross and Hen (2004), who determined avoidance, vigilance, and arousal as part 
of a universal mechanism in response to anxiety-related situations, all resulting in lower task 
efficiency.  This data presented on behavioral responses supports the need for HRD professionals 
to establish an environment that fosters practices that alleviate anxiety and its negative emotions 
that arise during learning activities. 
After the participants reflected on their responses, they evaluated how they perceived 
these emotions impacted their job performance.  Seventy-three percent responded that they 
performed poorly when asked to execute the new tasks learned.  Another recurring response 
from the interviews was the inability to focus, which coincides with Hughes et al. (2016), who 
asserted anxiety symptoms cause one to lack concentration, poor time management, 
disorganization, and inability to cope with stress in learning situations.   
The results of my study confirmed the themes in current literature about anxiety’s impact 
on learning and extend to adult learning in the workplace.  Overall, the data analysis showed that 
barriers to learning extend beyond education institutions and impact employees when learning 
and, ultimately, their job performance.  Having the ability to recognize those described 
exaggerated anxiety responses and behaviors triggered from workplace training will allow HRD 
professions to offer individualized accommodations or personal support to aid the employee in 
mitigating the detrimental symptoms.  It is not suggested that an HRD professional act as a 
medical professional and diagnose and treat anxiety disorders.  However, the study’s data reveals 
a strong probability that engaging with employees to identify and learn techniques to manage 
their anxiety will improve workplace learning and job performance. 
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RQ2: What do employees believe are the most impactful training practices or 
formal/informal accommodations in managing anxiety in their learning and development? 
Under ADA, employers are expected to offer reasonable accommodations to ensure all 
employees have equal benefits and privileges to effectively learn in the workplace (US Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission, n.d.).  As shown from the responses from the 
participants, the effects of anxiety vary from person to person, which indicates that 
accommodations will also vary from person to person.  Hughes et al. (2016) recommended that 
HRD professionals use resources, such as the Jobs Accommodations Network, to determine 
practical accommodations to help the employee better manage their anxiety and successfully 
perform the role and fully assimilate into the working environment.  This study seeks to extend 
HRD practice beyond only referencing third-party organizations to identify appropriate 
accommodations.  The participants shared what practices have been beneficial in managing their 
anxiety and what workplace accommodations they believe would improve their learning. 
All the study's participants reported they have never received any accommodations for 
their learning anxiety by any of their employers.  More than half commented that they had never 
asked or were not aware they would be eligible for accommodations.  This fact was of interest to 
the study as nine of the participants volunteered to be medically diagnosed with a mental illness, 
and two others believed that they had undiagnosed anxiety.  Furthermore, three of the 
participants have had educational 504 plans in place in their secondary and post-secondary 
institutions.  This data reveals a need for mental illness and treatment awareness training which 
is one of the recommended accommodations by Job Accommodation Network (JAN).  The 
participants suggested 38 different accommodations they believed would help alleviate their 
learning anxiety.  The topics of more time, more breaks while learning, and learning in a 
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distraction-free environment were the most common three responses.  The data collected from 
the interviews show the accommodations the participants wanted were consistent with JAN’s 
recommendation for accommodations to improve learning anxiety.  As Table 12 shows, JAN's 
recommendations as compared to the participant's responses. 
Table 12  
Comparison of Accommodations  
JAN Recommendation Participant's Responses 
Alternative lighting - 
Cubicle doors or shades Distraction-free environment 
Fidget devices Sensory toy 
Noise abatement Distraction-free environment 
White noise machines Listen to soothing sounds/ water running 
JAN Recommendation  Participant's Responses 
Job coaches Support person 
Task separation - 
Behavior modifications techniques Replace negative thoughts with positive 
Employee assistance programs EAP for anxiety support 
Awareness training Was not aware 
Positive feedback More positive reinforcement 
Apps for memory Improve memory 
Recorded materials Time to prep/study/material sooner 
Verbal cues - 
1:1 communication 1:1 support/direction 
Policy modification Flexible work schedule 
 
In addition to formal accommodations, this study sought to determine the techniques the 
participants used to manage their anxiety.  The participants were asked to describe what actions 
they took to calm themselves when having an excessively anxious response in the workplace.  Of 
the responses provided, breathing techniques, introductions of positive thinking, and creating 
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distractions and sensory integration techniques were the most common to manage the extreme 
emotions.  The nine participants had had a medical diagnosis shared they learned many of these 
practices from their treatment, and four other participants stated they learned these techniques 
from a friend or co-worker who also experienced anxious feelings.   
These listed practices by the participants are often used in Cognitive Behavioral Therapy 
(CBT), which trains the individual to observe their thought content during a heightened anxiety 
event and encourage skills, such as emotion‐regulation capacities, coping mechanisms, and 
thinking styles, to protect themselves against the onset of anxiety (O'Donohue & Fisher, 2012).  
This data supports Hay and Blenkinsopp (2019), who asserted that the ways individuals work 
with anxiety to help develop tolerance of anxiety hold much promise for HRD practices.  While 
this study does not suggest that an HRD professional should be a substitute for a medical 
professional, there appears to be an opportunity to partner with the employees to manage their 
anxiety when engaging in learning and development.  The study's data supports that HRD 
researchers and professionals should seek to examine mental health professionals' practices to 
develop nonclinical ways to integrate anxiety mitigation methods that can be used to better 
develop employees in the workplace.  Butler et al. (1991) further support this theory by noting 
general anxiety disorder studies where individuals responded to nonclinical anxiety management 
procedures equally and those who received CBT.   
Additionally, five participants volunteered other suggestions to HRD practice on what 
they believed would be highly advantageous beyond accommodations in managing their learning 
anxiety.  They believed management or HRD professionals should receive training on directing 
employees with anxiety.  More specifically, those participants thought it would be helpful if the 
leadership could identify the learning anxiety and proactively offer solutions to manage the 
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heightened emotions.  Butler et al. (1991) asserted that the first step in controlling anxiety is 
learning how to break the repetitive cycles involving physical symptoms, avoidance behaviors, 
and emotions of loss of confidence.  This data further supports the idea of implementing 
techniques for emotional control and practices in workplace learning programs in developing 
better emotional competencies that contribute to improved personal and social well-being.  
The interview questions' overall response indicated that the participants felt it was 
essential to have a manager or HRD professional who could recognize their anxious responses 
and the need for accommodations.  The participants also thought it was important to have a voice 
when deciding what methods would be applied to support and improve their learning outcomes.  
These responses are consistent with the conceptual framework of andragogy's fundamental 
principles and Skinner's beliefs on the self-directed learning theory.  The study supports the 
theory of andragogy, which is rooted in the humanistic philosophy, and considers adult learners' 
desire to take part in how they learn and facilitate their learning and methods.  Furthermore, the 
responses that stated there is a need for HRD professionals to be active in the anxiety 
management process further supports Caffarella (1993), who asserted the underlying humanistic 
foundation of self-directed learning prescribes that learners assume responsibility and the 
educators act as guides in the learning process. 
Limitations of the Study 
The scope of this study was limited to those working adults who self-identified as having 
learning anxiety.  Due to the study's specific nature, this narrow scope was necessary to answer 
the research questions.  The answers collected were taken solely from the learner's perspective 
and did not consider input from other stakeholders such as learning facilitators, HRD 
professionals, or management.  
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This study included the assumption that the participants answered truthfully and openly 
about their experience with anxiety in workplace learning.  This assumption is made based on the 
foundations that the participants freely volunteered to participate in the study and were assured 
confidentiality in their answers.  It was also assumed the sample is an accurate representation of 
the population; however, the small sample may determine results that may not apply to the 
greater population.   
Time and the smaller sample size of the participant pool are possible limitations of the 
study.  A larger sample size over a more extended period might have yielded additional 
volunteers and data or more contradictory data which could be generalized or transferred to other 
contexts or settings.  Additionally, a larger sample size may allow considering other 
demographics such as race when understanding the impact of learning anxiety.  Another 
limitation of this study was that participants self-identify with anxious feelings and are 
volunteers, which would eliminate any person who felt uncomfortable or private about their 
anxiety disorder.  One participant shared that she believed that many people are too embarrassed 
to disclose they had an anxiety disorder.  In Addition, the participant pool was 93% female, and 
there is a possibility there is gender bias in the participant responses.  
Furthermore, the essence of qualitative research assumes that the study results will be 
subjective and bound by the researcher's interpretation.  As the researcher for this study, I may 
have a bias that could influence my interpretation of the data as I have been diagnosed with trait 
anxiety and heightened anxiety levels when learning situations do not tailor to my learning style.  
Rubin and Rubin (2012) asserted that because it is impossible for participants and researchers to 
remove personal biases from their interpretations, the researcher should not ignore those biases 
or reject the data.  I have also worked in the learning development field for ten years, and it is 
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fair to assume that I have established both conscious and unconscious biases around HRD 
interventions (or lack of) in workplace learning.   
Recommendations for Research 
This study has significance for future research in improving workplace learning outcomes 
for employees with mental illnesses.  This study focused on learning anxiety, and future research 
could broaden the results of other forms of anxiety.  Additional comprehensive research could 
potentially lead to examining other disorders that cripple or prevent learning. 
The following recommendations for further research are grounded in the strengths and 
limitations of this study on what behaviors employees believe they exhibit when experiencing 
anxiety that prevents learning and development in the workplace and to examine what learning 
interventions and training accommodations improve workplace learning as well as the literature 
reviewed in Chapter 2.  Conducting additional quantitative research to determine if the proposed 
accommodations positively impact workplace learning outcomes would validate the 
effectiveness of learning anxiety accommodations.   
It is also recommended to conduct a qualitative study on the learner's perception of how 
non-clinical anxiety management procedures based on mental health professionals' practices 
integrate anxiety mitigation methods that can be used to better develop employees in the 
workplace.  The results could potentially show a decline in anxious feelings and the removal of 
learning barriers.  There is a significant gap in the literature about learning accommodations 
(such as educational 504 plans) and adult learning barriers in the workplace, and these 
recommended studies could assist in filling that gap. 
Several of the participants discussed the benefits of having and supportive co-worker or 
manager when managing the anxiety episode.  They also stated they believed it would be 
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beneficial to have a leader who better understood anxiety and its effects to better support them in 
the workplace.  Research exists that determined co-regulation, one’s ability to pacify and manage 
distressing emotions through the connection of a caregiver, vastly improves self-regulation and 
decreases anxiety when learning (Bransen et al., 2020).  Considering the existing research in 
adolescent coping practices, future research should include applying co-regulation practices in 
adult workplace learning.  
Implications for Practice 
The results of this study and the participant's perceptions presented may have the 
potential to inform HRD professionals about providing accommodations to those employees who 
exhibit anxious behaviors that may lead to improved learning outcomes.  This practice would be 
an effective practice in change management practices when employees are required to learn new 
processes and feel resistant to the change. 
This study presented ways to improve learning and knowledge transfer.  The participants 
expressed the lack of anxiety management prevented learning and retention.  When the 
employee's cognitive capacity is maximized or under high demands from stress (like anxiety), 
they cannot retain the new knowledge (Schnotz & Kürschner, 2007).  Training transfer can be 
reinforced through self-efficacy (self-worth and confidence to learn) and increases motivation to 
learn (Petty, Lim, & Zulauf, 2007).  Providing accommodations will increase cognitive capacity, 
improve employees' perceived self-worth, and the training program's overall effectiveness to 
achieve higher levels of job performance. 
According to Swanson and Holton (2009), workplace learning and formal education 
account for more economic returns for both employees and organizations.  Fitz-enz (2009) 
asserts that HRD professionals are charged with developing people to make a more significant 
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contribution to the organization's existence.  To have an engaged staff that contributes to the 
organization's competitive advantage, employees need equal opportunities to develop skills to 
perform well and advance in their careers.  This study's results support that employees who have 
anxious feelings have barriers to learning and require support or accommodations to boost their 
unique learning needs for development in the workplace.  HRD professionals who provide 
support in the form of best practices or exercises to those employees who exhibit heightened 
anxiety behaviors during training could mitigate learning apprehension and avoidance that 
prevent the development of desired skills.   
Lastly, an individual has workplace rights under the ADA when an applicant or employee 
has a mental illness that meets this criterion.  The ADA defines mental impairment to include 
any emotional, mental, or psychological disorder and explicitly calls out major depression and 
anxiety disorders (Hurley et al., 2012).  Learning has been acknowledged as such an activity; 
consequently, mental illnesses that prevent learning are protected under section 504 within the 
ADA (Hughes et al., 2016).  Therefore, failing to provide training accommodations (under the 
ADA) to those clinically diagnosed could expose the organization to legal risk (Thompson, 
2015).  
Conclusion 
This qualitative research study sought to explore what behaviors employees believe they 
exhibit when experiencing anxiety that prevents learning and development in the workplace 
reveal best practices and accommodations utilized by those who experience increased levels of 
anxiety in a workplace learning environment.  Existing research on learning anxiety is limited to 
experiences within educational institutions, and little exists for adults in workplace settings.  
While the EEOC and third-party sources offer recommendations on better-supporting employees 
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with anxiety disorders in workplace learning, the research which exists to support which 
accommodations are the most impactful is limited. 
The participants' replies were consistent with a universal mechanism in response to 
anxiety-related situations by demonstrated avoidance, vigilance, and arousal behaviors.  More 
specifically, those participants thought it would be helpful if HRD could recognize one's learning 
anxiety and proactively offer solutions to manage the heightened emotions.  This data supports 
the idea of implementing techniques for emotional control and practices in developing better 
emotional competencies that contribute to improved personal and social well-being. 
The research consolidated the exhibited behaviors and preferred accommodations of the 
15 participants in training practices.  The findings provide insights and provide a better 
understanding of these impeded learning experiences.  The data can influence HRD stakeholders 
to make more informed decisions about supporting employees who exhibit anxious behaviors in 
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Appendix B- Interview Protocol Form 
  
Research study: Overcoming Learning Anxiety in Workplace Learning: A Study of Best 






Location: Virtual Meeting Room 
  




Release form signed?  Y / N  
  
  
Notes to interviewee: 
Thank you for your participation.  I believe your input will be valuable to this research and in 
advancing support in workplace learning.  Please know, confidentiality of responses is 
guaranteed.  I anticipate the approximate length of interview will take 45-60 minutes to answer 
nine major questions. 
 
The purpose of this study is to explore what behaviors one exhibits when experiencing anxiety 
that prevent learning and development in the workplace and to examine what best practices, 
interventions and training accommodations improve learning while on the job.  The following 
research questions will be considered to identify the individual perception of the participants in 
the study: 
  
1. What emotions, responses, or behaviors create barriers to learning (avoidance, over-
vigilance, excessive arousal) when experiencing feelings of learning anxiety? 
2. What do employees believe are the most impactful training practices or formal/informal 
accommodations in managing anxiety in their learning and development? 
   
1. Tell me about a times when you felt these feelings when learning new tasks or skills at work. 
Tell me about the event (if known) that triggered the anxiety?  
How did you feel, what emotions did you experience? 
How did you react?  
 
Depending on the response- ask probing questions about behaviors of avoidance, over-vigilance, 
excessive arousal 
 
Response from Interviewee: 
  




2. Tell me how often do you think you experience these (insert above stated feelings) when 
learning something new?   
Do you think these feeling escalate (increase) each time you learn something new? 
How long do you believe the anxious feelings linger after the completed training?  
Describe those residual feelings. 
 
Response from Interviewee: 
 
Reflection by Interviewer: 
 
 
3. How do these feelings make you feel about yourself? 
 
Response from Interviewee: 
 
Reflection by Interviewer 
 
 
4. How do you think these feeling affect your learning?  Your job performance? 
  
Response from Interviewee: 
 
Reflection by Interviewer 
 
 
5. What can you tell me about support or accommodations that can be made on your behalf to 
help the learning process? 
Have you been given accommodations in the past? 
If no, what accommodations do you believe would have been helpful? 
 
Note: clarify the participants understands what an accommodation is, if not provide a definition 
and some examples. 
 
Response from Interviewee: 
 
Reflection by Interviewer 
 
 
6. Can you walk me through what are some of the techniques you apply during your learning 
process that help calm yourself? 
  
 Response from Interviewee: 
  




7. What factors most helped/hindered your learning?   
Why? 
How? 
Here is list of potential factors that may help you…. Tell if you think they would be 
beneficial and why? 
 -relaxation techniques 
 -emotional control/positive thinking 
 -focus control 
 
 Response from Interviewee: 
 Reflection by Interviewer 
 
8. Can you tell me about a time when a teacher, trainer, or a manager offered suggestions or 
provided support to improve the learning process? 
  
 Response from Interviewee: 
 
  Reflection by Interviewer 
 
  
9. Is there anything you want to share or think I should know that would be important to the 
study? 
  
 Response from Interviewee: 
 
  
 Reflection by Interviewer 
Closing 
Thank you for meeting with me today and sharing your experience.  I want to reassure 
confidentiality of your answers. 
 




Appendix C- Informed Consent Form 
INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE and CONSENT FORM 
You are invited to participate in a research study about identifying successful behaviors one 
exhibits when experiencing anxiety that prevent learning and development in the workplace and 
to examine what best practices, interventions and training accommodations improve learning 
while on the job. 
 
Principal Researcher: Ann Piscitelli- Doctoral Student 
    University of Arkansas 
2834 W. Apollo Rd.  




Purpose of the Project: The purpose of this study is to explore what behaviors one exhibits 
    when experiencing anxiety that prevent learning and development 
     in the workplace and to examine what best practices, interventions 
     and training accommodations improve learning while on the job. 
 
 
Procedures:   As an individual who has self-identified as having general anxious 
    feelings and symptoms of exaggerated fear responses to non- 
    dangerous situations, such as learning new skills in the workplace.  
    you are being asked to participate in answering questions over a  
    duration of 45-60 minutes at your predetermined location via a  
    virtual conference room (hosted by Webex).  You will be asked ten  
    questions to identify how you feel when you experience learning  
    anxiety and what behaviors you believe help you manage the  
    anxious feelings. Your responses will be recorded and transcribed.   
    The interviewer may also take written notes and you will receive a  
    copy of the transcription to ensure your responses were recorded  
    accurately.  Recording, transcript and notes will be stored  
    confidentially on a password protected computer laptop. 
 
Risk of Participation: There are no anticipated risks for participating in this project;  
    however, since you, as the participant, has self-identified of having  
    anxiety, you may experience anxious feelings throughout the  
    interview.  Note, the purpose of the interview is to collect data on  
    your personal experience and there is no right or wrong answer.   
 
Benefits of this Project: There are no direct benefits of the project beyond an exercise in  
    practice in conducting qualitative research on understanding  
    learning anxiety’s impact on workplace learning. 
 
Length of the Project: You will partake in a one tine 45-60-minute question and answer  
99 
    session. 
Compensation for Time: No compensation will be offered for participation in this study. 
 
Cost to the Participant: There will be no cost associated with your participation 
 
 
Confidentiality:  No identifying information will be used in any report or 
    publication resulting from this research.  Digital and printed data 
    will be stored in the secure home office of Ann Piscitelli. 
    After the Qualitative Research Design Project is complete in May 
    of 2021, all recorded files and written data will be erased and 
    shredded.  All interview transcripts, sound files, and other 
    information obtained from participants will be kept  
    confidential to the fullest extent of the law and University policy. 
 
Participant Rights:  Participation is solely voluntary and if you do not want to be in this  
study, you may refuse to participate.  Also, you may change your 
mind and withdraw your participation at any time. If you have 
questions or concerns about your rights as a research participant, 
please contact Ro Windwalker, the University's IRB Compliance 
Coordinator, at 479-575-2208 or irb@uark.edu." 
 
Questions:   You have the right to contact the Principal Researcher or Faculty  
    Advisor as listed below for any concerns that you may have. 
 
Principal Researcher 
Ann Piscitelli- Doctoral Student 
2834 W. Apollo Rd.  





Dr. James Maddox, Ph.D., R.O.D.C. 
Assistant Professor of Human Resource & Workforce 
Development 
College of Education and Health Professions 
133B Graduate Education Building.  
University of Arkansas  




Signatures: I have read the above statement and have been able to ask  
questions and express concerns, which have been satisfactorily  
responded to by the investigator.  I understand the purpose of the  
100 
study as well as the potential benefits and risks that are involved. I  
understand that participation is voluntary.  I understand that  
significant new findings developed during this research will be  
shared with the participant. I understand that no rights have been  
waived by signing the consent form.  I have been given a copy of  
the consent form. 
 
 
                                                 









Appendix D – Social Media Participant Recruitment  
 
Seeking individual to participate in a dissertation research study to explore what behaviors one 
exhibits when experiencing anxiety that prevent learning and development in the workplace and 
to examine what best practices, interventions and training accommodations improve learning 
while on the job.   
Criteria: Working adult over the age of 18 years of age who believe they have learning anxiety or 
experience anxious feeling while learning a new skill (i.e, new software program) 
You will partake in a one-time 45-60-minute question and answer session. 
 
No compensation will be offered for participation in this study. 
 




Appendix E – Social Media Participant Recruitment 
Thank you for volunteering to participate in my doctoral research study!  
As part of the college research process, I have attached a consent form to participate.  Due to 
constraints of COVID, instead of providing a signed form, you may respond to this email stating 
you have read the consent form and agree to participate.    
 
Next steps would be arranging the date and time of the virtual interview.  If you can provide 
some general times that work best for you, I will arrange a call that should last between 45-60 
minutes.  
 
I look forward to hearing from you, and again thank you so much for participating!  
Ann Piscitelli 
 
Some extra information for you:  
About me:  
My name is Ann Piscitelli and I writing my dissertation for my Doctorate of Education in Human 
Resource and Workforce Development.  I have worked full time through my studies and am a 
mother of two college-age daughters.  I have struggled through all my studies as I was an 
undiagnosed person with ADHD and anxiety as a child.  It was when it was determined that I 
had these disorders, I was able to take measures to better manage my learning 
environment.  These behaviors have benefited my daughter who has a learning plan in place 
under a 504 plan. 
 
Background on what drives my research:  
Past research studies have found that moderate anxiety has benefits to learning; however, it was 
determined excessive anxiety has an adverse effect and can potentially wield a negative impact 
on learning.  Symptoms of anxiety have been found to cause the individual to have a lack of 
concentration, poor time management, disorganization, and inability to cope with 
stress.  Statistics from 2019 report that anxiety impacts 18.1% of adults, which is roughly 40 
million people in the United States.  Some individuals who suffer from learning anxiety have not 
been previously identified as needing accommodations in a learning institution or by medical 
professions and for those who have, the transfer of accommodations (such as a 504 plan or IEP) 
from institutions to workplace cease to exist.  The lack of identification and/or transfer of 
learning plans poses challenges for both the employee and the employer when learning new 
skills in the workplace.    
 
This study seeks to provide human resource professionals in recognizing signs of anxiety in 
workplace learning and to identify tools, practices, and formal and informal accommodations 
that may help individuals in a work learning environment.  
 
